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(ii)

A B S T RAe T

A technique has been developed, whereby the shock·

front produced in a shock tube can be used to apply a

well defined dynamic load for studies in dynamic photo

elasticity.

A brief review is given of the techniques that have

been used, and the scope of research projects that have

been undertaken in dynamic photoelasticity by other in

vestigators.

The theory related to shock front loading of models

is presented.

The work that has been carried out for this research

project includes:

The modification of an existing shock tube facility

to accommodate a test section with parallel optical

windows.

The evaluation of the shock tube performarice and the

measurement of loading cycles imparted to models sub

jected to shock. front impact.

The design of a model housing to enable mounting

a.photoelastic model in the test section.

The development of an optical system to enable

photographing the dynamic fringe patterns produced in

photoelastic models subject to shock front impact.

A selection of photographs showing the dynamic

fringe patterns produced in the models is included in

this thesis and the dynamic stresses resulting from the

loading method discussed.

The results show that the technique could be extre

mely usefUl for studying dynamic stresses in models and

some suggestions for future applications of the technique

are given.
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(v)

NOMENCLATURE

- velocity of sound.

area

- dilatation wave velocity.

- distortion wave velocity.

longitudinal wave velocity.

- transverse wave velocity.

- specific heat at constant pressure.

specific heat at constant volume.

- internal energy.

modulus of elasticity.

dynamic modulus of elasticity.

material stress fringe value.

material strain fringe value.

shock tube area ratio equivalence factor.

mass flow rate,

modulus of rigidity.

spring constants.

photoelastic model thickness.

stress optic coefficients.

relative stress optic coefficient.

driver chamber length.

shock front thickness.

refractive index.

isochromatic fringe order.
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(vi)

p - pressure.

~l - absolute pressure.

~ - universal gas constant.

1:. time.

11, absolute temperature.

~i - particle velocity.

Ux. - displacement in =- direction.

UL - relative velocity.

v~ - displacement in ~ - direction.

Vm - shock wave velocity in solid medium.

\/s - shock front propagation velocity.

\I~ reflected shock wave propagation velocity.

W> - displacement in "} - direction.

\IV - width of loading model.

=c - distance along driven tube.

=, ':II"} - cartesian coordinates.

Greek Letters.

E.

- specific heat ratio.

- mean free molecular path.

phase shift.

- normal strain.

X,,:!, a. cartesian normal strain components.

E. I, E., - principal normal strains.

~ wavelength of light.

V Poisson's ratio.
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p - pressure. 

f'l - absolute pressure. 

~ - universal gas constant. 

t. time. 

T, absolute temperature. 

~, - particle velocity. 

U",,- - displacement in :x.- direction. 

Ul - relative velocity. 

v~ - displacement in ~ - direction. 

Vm - shock wave velocity in solid medium. 

Vs - shock front propagation velocity. 

\I~ reflected shock wave propagation velocity. 

W> - displacement in ~ - direction. 

\AI - width of loading model. 

~ - distance along driven tube. 

=, ':J I'} - cartesian coordinates. 

Greek Letters. 

- specific heat ratio. 

- mean free molecular path. 

phase shift. 

- normal strain. 

~,~,a cartesian normal strain components. 

E."E..,,- - principal normal strains. 

~ wavelength of light. 

V Poisson's ratio. 



(vii)

A Lame's constant.

1. dashpot constant.

S>i - dens ity.

S>", model density.

0"" normal stress.

0""",,0",:\.0-;. =-)~'"3- - cartesian normal stress components

cr.,o-L principal normal stresses.

<>':>o<.)v..>~)Wb - components of' rotation in cartesian coordinates •

•
Dimensionless Parameters

M 5 = Vs

~
0..

Ma.c.h. NUMber
ML Ui

=
CA.!

X= ::x:. re o+t.., =t Z.

a'j,Ai.i = 0.,

o~

U'-.hUi~ = tA.
Q.i

g is =
e;
e.)

P'5 '" Pi-p .
.)

lij s: Ii
-S

,

Subscripts (i) i)

Shock tube notation:

1 undisturbed region ahead of' shock front (driven section)

2 - region between shock front and contact interf'ace

3 - region between contact interface and expansion wave

4 undisturbed region ahead of expansion wave (driver
chamber)

5 region behind ref'lected shock f'ront.
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CHAPTER ONE

•

INTRODUCTION
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1.1 DYNAMIC PHDTOELASTICITY

Historical Background

Although the optical phenomenon upon which p4otoelastic

theory is based was first observed by Brewster in 1816 and

many contributions were made to the theory of artificial

double refraction in the 19th century, little was done to

apply the method to engineering problems until the turn of

the century. The reason for this was that the only known

photoelastic material at the time was glass, and machining

of models suitable for study was difficult. The British

scientists Coker and Filon (1) were the first to utilize

the introduction of celluloid as a photoelastic material,

developing the technique by investigating a large number

of engineering problems. Since then the development of

a vast range of materials suitable for photoelastic study

and considerably improved photographic and machining tech

niques have led to great strides being made in the applica

tion of photoelastic methods to engineering.

The first application of the photoelastic method to

dynamic studies was made by Tuzi in 1928 by means of con

ventional kinematography. The first significant work of

any major importance was published in 1935 by Tuzi and

Nisida (2), who using a drum camera obtained continuous

stress patterns for strips of line elements of models sub

jected to impact loads. This is called streak photography.

Senior and Wells (3)"in 1946 were the.first to publish

fringe photographs of stress distributions under kinematic

conditions. They used spark and flash photography to ob

tain records of fringes produced in plates subjected to

impact on one edge.

One of the greatest drawbacks to dynamic photoelastic

studies was the necessity to record the fringe patterns

propagating at high velocities in models subjected to dynamic

loading conditions. Since the time of Tuzi there has been
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J

a continous development of high speed photographic systems.

With the advent of high speed.ftlms, extremely intense

light sources, ingenious camera designs and reliable elec-

tronic circuitry, the photographic technique has been sound

ly formulated and largely contributed to the rapid progress

and the present state of advancement in dynamic photoelastic

studies.

Dynamic photoelasticity is today one of the fundamental

tools for research into the response of materials to many

types of dynamic loading conditions.

Review of Research and Technigues

As stated by Dally (4) the major emphasis in dynamic

photoelasticity to date has been centered around the deve

lopment of experimental methods and in qualitative studies

of stress patterns produced under kinematic conditions.

A brief review will be given of the techniques that

have been used and the scope of research projects.

Mention has been made of the significant progress in

the development of high speed photographic systems. Today,

according to Dally et al. (5) three different photographic

systems have been adapted for application to dynamic photo

elastic studies. These are:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

High-speed framing cameras.
MUltiple-spark cameras.
Sequentually modulated laser systems.

The application of these photographic systems is depen

dent on the characteristics of the stress field as regards

the stress wave velocity and stress gradient with respect

to position. This in turn is governed largely by the

characteristics of the material used for the model' in a

particUlar study and dynamic cycle it is exposed to.

In general two approaches have been adopted in photo

elastic studies of stress waves in regard to photoelastic

materials. Most researchers have used conventional rigid

photoelastic materials such as Columbia Resin CRJ9 or Cas-
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tolite, see for example references (3), (6), (7), (8), (9).

This ~ethod has a number of disadvantages in that due to

the high velocity of propagation of stress waves in these

materials ultra high-speed photographic recording devices

are necessary. This necessitates the use of extremely

intense light sources to obtain sufficient light to properly

expose the film. In addition, due to the high elastic

modulus of the materials, large loading forces are necessary

to give a reasonable number of fringes for interpretation

of the stress patterns. The advantage in the use of these

materials lies mainly in the ease of machining models and

the low degree of viscoelasticity (i.e. stress dependence

on strain and time) exhibited. As a consequence of the high

velocity of stress wave propagation mUltiple-spark Cameras

and sequentually-modulated laser systems have been generally

employed for photographing the dynamic stress patterns.

The other approach is the use of low-modulus materials

for photoelastic models such as Hysol, see for example ref

erences (10), (11), (12). The main advantage of. these

materials is the low velocity of stress wave propagation

which allows for the use of framing cameras and generally

less sophisticated and less expensive recording systems.

One of the biggest drawbacks in using these low mpdulus

materials is that they exhibit a greater degree of visco

elasticity than the more conventional "rigid materials. In

addition machining of complicated model geometries Can pre

sent difficulties and the flexibility of these materials

necessitates supporting the model which can introduce resi

dual stresses at the constraint points.

Two methods have been commonly "employed for dynamic

loading for photoelastic stress wave studies namely;

explosive loading (11), (12), (13) and impact loading us

ing projectiles or falling weights (3), (6), (7), (9),(12):

These methods have a number of disadvantages which will be

dealt with in the next section.
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Significant work has been conducted into the dynamic

properties of photoelastic materials to determine relation

ships between stress, strain and birefringence see for

example the work of Ozanne and Taylor (9), Dally et al. (12)

and Clark and Sanford (14). Inspite of this however little

quantitative work has been performed and the total infor

mation extracted from the dynamic fringe patterns has been

relatively limited.

A considerable amount of research has been undertaken

in determining the types of waves produced in dynamic events.

Particular emphasis has been laid on wave propagation in

layered media which is_ of importance in siesmic phenomena,

see for example the references listed in Daniel and Marino

(15).
Durelli and Dally (16) and North and Taylor (17) have

among others, made studies on dynamic stress concentration

factors using photoelastic methods.

Although most investigations up until the present have

been two dimensional, progress in recent years has also

been made in developing techniques for three dimensional

dynamic photoelastic applications. Brillhart and Dally

(18) for example used photoelastic methods to investigate

stress wave propagation in cones.

One of the major problems encountered in the quanti

tative interpretation of dynamic stress patterns has been

the accurate determination of the loading applied. This

has been-recognised by a number of researchers such as

Ozanne and Taylor (9) and will form the subject of the

next section.
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1. 2 DYNAMIC LOADING TECHNIQUES

General Reguirements of Loading Mechanisms

The two methods commonly used for loading in dynamic
•

photoelastic studies, i.e. explosives and impact by pro

jectiles or falling weights, have been briefly mentioned.

In order to evaluate the suitability of methods for dynamic

loading it is necessary to define the requirements of the

loading system.

Dynamic stresses occur in nearly all structures. In

many cases the stresses produced are small and may be neg

lected, but there are a large number of cases where dynamic

loading must be accounted for in design work. There are

many ways in which these dynamic states of stress are gene

rated, to mention a few, there are natural phenomena such

as earthquakes or the impingement of tidal waves or there

are "man-made" phenomena such as explosions, fluctuating

machine loads etc ••

To assess the significance of these types of loads

an understanding of the mechanism by which the energy is

transferred under impact conditions must be reached. A

great deal of progress has been made in the theory of the

propagation of stress waves in solids and the modes of

energy transfer within solid media is fairly well under

stood. Kolsky (19) for example has written a comprehensive

treatise on stress waves in solids. However the under-

standing of these modes of transfer is in itself not suffi

cient to merely apply to the engineering problems in which

they.occur, and in fact the experimental studies of the

propagation of stress waves are inadequate unless the nature

of loading imposed is defined.

Kuske (20) has defined three groups of stress states

which can be produced depending on the dynamic loading a

body is subjected to. Classifying these states of stresses

involves comparing the time a stress wave needs to pass

through the body with the time of load action.
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The three groups are:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Processes with quasistatic states of stress.
Vibrations.
Stress waves.

Figure 1.1 depicts Force versus Time for different

types of dynamic loading, and the distinction between these

three groups is fairly evident.

t.: time of force action

t , : time of stress cycle
ina free vibration

to.: time for stress wave
to pass thr ough body

F: Force

t : time

t

t
FIGURE '·1 Forcevs. time in various types of dynamic loading

Q;uasistatic states of stress occur if the duz'a t Lon of

the forces acting in the impact process is longer than the

time for one free vibration cycle or the time the stress

wave needs to pass through the body. The stress distribu

tion is, at any mon:ent, the same as in the static case and

the external forces are always in equilibrium.

The second case, that of vibration, occurs if the force

contact time is of the same order as the time of one cycle

of resonance fequency.

The stress wave, which is of prime interest in this

treatise, will occur if the force contact duration is less

than the time taken for one cycle of free vibration at the

resonance frequency.

Thus the duration of dynamic loading has a decisive
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influence on the type of phenomena that will result, and

Kusk~fs (20) classification, though not always mathemati

cally exact, has been proven to facilitate the understand

ing of phenomena in dynamic stress studies.

Further to this, is the need to establish the shape of

the loading curve i.e. the rise times rates of decay etc ••

This aspect in the physical event in which it occurs can

frequently be estimated. For instance, the loading curve

of a blast wave or :from a sonic boom of an aircraft can

be fairly accurately measured at the pertinent location.

The simulation of these loading curves for laboratory work

is often not easy both as regards the shape and the scal

ing effects. In order to establish the effect of a dyna

~ic loading cycle the experimental conditions should dupli

cate the physical phenomena in which it occurs and the shape

of the loading cycle can be of decisive importance.

In addition to the above requirements is the need to

establish the magnitude of the dynamic load which can in

itself have governing influence on the dynamic response of

different materials. At very high loads shock waves and

plastic waves can be generated whose physical states differ

to those of stress waves. Furthermore for elastic wave

studies the loading forces should be within the elastic

range of the material.

The above factors should be realized before any mean

ingful data is drawn from the results of experimental ·work.

There are two very good textbooks which give a comprehen

sive coverage of impact phenomena and experimental methods

by Goldsmith (21) and Kinslow (22).

Discussion of Loading Methods

The parameters of the loading cycle w~ich should be

established are:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Duration.

Shape.

Magnitude.
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The two methods commonly employed for loading of models

in dynamic photoelastic studies will be examined to deter-

mine how measurable these three parameters are and as to

how versatile the techniques are.

(a) In the case of explosive loading the method

involves placing a small charge at some pertinent position

on the model. On detonation the explosive is converted to

hot gases within a few microseconds, as a result of the

very rapid detonation and relatively slow escape of the

detonation products the pulse has a fast rise ,and a more

gradual fall ( (l9) pp l86-l96). The duration of the load

ing pulse varies considerably with the type of explosive

used, for instance for small charges of lead azide the

duration can be as short as 2 to 3 microseconds, whilst,

with a M52A3 electrical primer used by Dally et al. (ll) the
•

estimated duration of the loading cycle was 250 microseconds.

The measurement of the duration of explosive loading is

not easily accomplished, especially in the case of the

very short duration explosives, due largely to the need

for very fast response measuring instruments.

As regards the shape of the loading curve this is

extremely difficult to establish as the explosive pulse

contains a wide spectrum of Fourier components and once

again the rise times involved particularly in the short

duration explosive charges is generally too rapid for

measuring instruments. The overall shape can be intui

tively estimated from the energy transfer mechanism of the

explosive, as discussed earlier, to be something similar

to the curve depicted in Figure l.2

The magnitude of the explosive load is varied by chang

ing the charge size and measurement of the exact magnitude

applied to a model is difficult due once more to the rise

times and Fourier components contained in the pulse.

Thus the three parameters necessary to accurately est

ablish the loading cycle are difficult to determine parti-
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for very fast response measuring instruments. 

As regards the shape of the loading curve this is 

extremely difficult to establish as the explosive pulse 

contains a wide spectrum of Fourier components and once 

again the rise times involved particularly in the short 

duration explosive charges is generally too rapid for 

measuring instruments. The overall shape can be intui

tively estimated from the energy transfer mechanism of the 

explosive, as discussed earlier, to be something similar 

to the curve depicted in Figure 1.2 

The magnitude of the explosive load is varied by chang

ing the charge size and measurement of the exact magnitude 

applied to a model is difficult due once more to the rise 

times and Fourier components contained in the pulse. 

Thus the three parameters necessary to accurately est

ablish the loading cycle are difficult to determine parti-
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cularly at the location of the charge in the model.
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Time
FIGURE 1·2 Typical load cycle of an explosive charge

In addition to the difficulties in d~fining the load.

cycle with this method of loading there are other drawbacks.

Smoke from the explosive obscures the fringe pattern close

to the loading source and the method is invariably destruc

tive in that it produces cratering, cracking and localized

melting. Furthermore it is difficult to accurately repro

duce loading cycles and the method is hazardous.

In most applications using explosive loading the charge

is placed in a small .cylindrical cavity and the spherical

stress wave thus generated, can a long distance from the

loading point be assumed to be a plane wave, however for

plane wave studies this loading method is not satisfactory

as generally reflecting boundaries are reached before the

wave has travelled far enough to be considered plane. Brill

hart and Dally (18) employed a small charge of lead azide

in a specially designed firing block as a source of plane

wave generation which did produce fairly good results. It

is thus possible to extend the potential of explosive load

ing to generate various wave forms but this also contributes

to the difficulty in establishing the loading cycle.

Explosive loading inspite of its drawbacks has however

been used with a vast amount of success.

(b) Impact loading with weights or projectiles,

which is the other loading method. commonly employed in
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photoelastic studies also has many limitations. The method

basically consists of impacting a model with a weight •.

The kinetic energy of the weight is transformed into the

internal strain energy of the resisting system on impact.

There are many elegant theories related to the impact of

bodies and Goldsmith (21) gives good coverage of these

theories. The classical theory of impact, called stereo

mechanics, is based on the impulse momentum law for rigid

bodies and is basically a theory which is over-simplified

involving the minimum of mathematical difficulties in its

formulation. Although it is incapable of describing the

transient stresses, forces and deformations produced, and

is limited to the specification of initial and terminal

velocity states of the model, it nevertheless gives a rea

sonable idea of the load cycle produced on impact of two

bodies.

Figure 1.3 depicts the assumed load history in a stere

omechanical impact.

"t:l
(\l
o
-'

peak load

approach_-+--,restitution _-,<-<..,
period period

Time

FIGURE '.3 Assumed load cycle in stereomechanical impact

The load cycle is composed of two phases; the approach

period and the restitution period, the transition between

these two phases corresponds to the peak load and occurs

at rou{jhly half of the total loadinG" time.

The duration in this type of loading, which is the

total body contact time of the loading weight and the model,

is thus approximately twice the rise time to the peak load.
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cessfully employed as a means of point loading for models

of simple geometry. The success of the method depends

very much on accurate alignment of the weight on impacting

the model and drawbacks to this technique are the friction

at the load interface and the waves and vibrations set up

in the loading weight itself.

The aim of this thesis is to investigate a different

technique of dynamic loading namely that of shock front

impacts, using a shock tube, for applications in dynamic

photoelasticity. The method though not intended to re

place other loading techniques nevertheless increases the

scope of dynamic photoelasticity in that it Can be employed

as a well defined form of dynamic loading. It can further

be used to simulate some of the physical event s which are

of ·interest, for example the effects of blast waveS caused

by explosions and also as a means of plane wave generation

for stress wave propagation studies.
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According to Kuske (20) the total body contact time or the

duration in this method of loading depends mainly on the

mass of the loading weight. Hertz theory of impact, dealt

with in Timoshenko and Goodier ( (23) PP 383-384), shows

that the velocity on impact has only a small influence on

the loading duration, it is inversely proportional to the

fifth root of the velocity.

The duration of impact using a falling weight has been

estimated by Feder et al. (6) to be twice the rise time

to peak stress or the time taken to reach the maximum

fringe order at the point of load application. Based on

this they found the duration in their study to be of the

order of 440 microseconds. Using a pellet gun to load

their models Ozanne and Taylor (9) estimated the impact

duration to be around 50 microseconds. Impact loading

with weights or projectiles can thus be used to give a wide

range of load durations.

The shape of the loading cycle is depicted in Figure

l.J both the loading and unloading portions having roughly

the same form. Complications in accurately determining

the shape arise out ~f the fact that both the model and

the loading weight are subject to dynamic responses and

stress waves are created in both media. Further to this

is the fact that the frictional forces on the loading inter

face lead to a non-symmetrical stress distribution, although

as shown by Dally et al. (l2) this can to a fair degree of

success be overcome with a layer of grease at the loading

interface.

The magnitude of the loading is dependant on both the

mass of the loading weight and its velocity i.e. the kinetic

energy. The magnitude as observed from th~ maximum fringe

order is also a function of the area of contact at the load

interface which is not always easy to establish.

The method of loading discussed above is thus reason

ably versatile but restrictive in that it can only be suc-
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1.J THE SHOGK TUBE LOADING TECHINQUE

Introduction

The shock tube is essentially a device for generating

shock waves in a laboratory. Originally developed by a

Frenchman Paul Vielle in 1899. for studying the propaga

tion of detonation fronts, the shock tube disappeared into

obscurity for the next thirty years until Payman and

Shepe~d (24) conducted a systematic investigation of the

waves produced in shock tubes. The need to study blast

waves during the .Second World War brought the shock tube

into greater use and since then it has been widely used in

many branches of the Physical Sciences.

The shock tube as a means of applying a dynamic load

has featured prominently in the last twenty years. In

fact one of the earliest applications of the shock tube

was as a source of well defined mechanical loading.

Bleakney, White and Griffiths (25) performed a compre

hensive interferometric study of the interactions of shock

fronts with two dimensional models and obtained loading

curves for models of different geometry. Their interfero

grams gave a clear indication of the wave systems set up

by the interactions and their work contributed greatly to

the subsequent usage of the shock tube as a dynamic loading

device.

Review of Shock Tube Loading Applications

Some of the more recent applications of shock tube

loading will be discussed to illustrate its versatility.

Stoll and Ebeido (26) utilized a shock tube to load

cylindrical specimens of granular soil to demonstrate

that a stable shock will form in dry granular soil under

certain conditions of confinement. They further extended

their studies (27) usine a shock tube to eenerate expan

Hi"l' WOVOH Lo study LI.o orrecLs of unloadine waves on tho

dynamic response of eranular soil.
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The ability of the shock tube to simulate the shock

waves generated by nuclear explosions led to it's use in

studying the initial response of models to blast wave load

ing. Zagieboylo (28) investigated the response of models

to shock front loading and the effects caused by changing

the front surface material. In a later pUblication (29)

he reported on his investigations of the response of air

supported structures to low yield nuclear blast effects,

simulated using a shock tube, with a view to determining

the degree of protection afforded to these structures.

" Dennen (30) used a shock tube to load specimens of

granite to obtain the Hugonoit equation of state and his

work illustrated the application of shock tube loading for

determining the dynamic properties of materials.

More recently Commerford and Whittier (31) employed

a shock tube to apply a dynamic load to specimens'in order

to study pulse dispersion mechanisms such as bulk visco

elasticity and heterogeneous microstructure.

In all of the above studies the dynamic response of

models to shock front impacts were measured with accelero

meters and/or strain gauges. Model geomtries were kept

simple and only the strain distribution at the gauge loca

tion could be measured, whereas dynamic photoelastic methods

permit whole field data to be established.

The only use made of shock tubes·to apply a dynamic

load for photoelastic studies was that of Daniel and Riley

(32) who utilized the shock front travelling in a tube to

load the edge of a plate as a source of plane wave genera

tion where the magnitude of the loading forces were know.

No use appears to have been made of shock front impacts

as·a form of loading for studies in dynamic photoelasticity.
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CHAPTER TWO

BAS I C THEORY
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2.1 BASIC SHOCK WAVE THEORY

Introduction

As there are many excellent texts dealing with theory

of shock waves such as Courant and Friedrichs (33) and

Bradley (34), only a brief development of the fundamental

equations will be given.

A shock wave is broadly defined as an extremely rapid

change in the themodynamic state of the medium into which

it is propagating.

Becker in 1922 proposed a very simple physical model

which illustrates qualitatively the mechanism by which a

shock front is formed. Beeker's model, although suggested

some 30 years after the development of the first shock

tube, will be described because it gives a very clear

picture of the formation of the waves produced in the shock

tube.

Consider a piston which is accelerated in a duct, the

motion of the piston may be thought of as a large number

of small successive movements. Each small movement of the

piston gives rise to a small pressure pulse which propa

gates into the medium ahead of it at the sonic velocity.

The small pressure pulse can be treated as if it obeyed

the acoustic approximation and so the gas behind it is

adiabatically heated. The second pulse produced by the

piston will thus travel at a higher velocity than the pre

ceeding one since, firstly, the gas into which it is moving

is already in motion due to the velocity induced by the

first· wave and, secondly, the temperature of the medium

into which it is moving has been raised and thus its sonic

velocity will have increased. Thus if a large number of

successive movements of the piston are considered there

will be a large number of pressure pulses, each propagating

at a velocity higher than its.predecessor. Naturally these

pUlses cannot overtake each other and due to the effects of
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viscosity and heat conduction, the pressure waves coalesce

and reinforce each other to form a stable shock front.

The speed at which the shock front propagates is somewhere

between the sonic velocities of the undisturbed medium

ahead of it and the region~ehind the shock front, see

Figure 2.1. To complete the picture if the piston is acce

lerated in the negative direction an expansion wave will

be formed. The expansion wave can be considered to be made

up of "wavelets", behind each "wavelet" the temperature will

be lowered, due to the adiabatic expansion, and the particle

motion will be in the opposite direction to that of the

wave propagation. If, as before, a large number of move

ments are considered an expansion wave will be formed which

will become less steep as it propagates, see Figure 2.2.

Shock Wave Eguations

The fundamental equations related to the shock front

are based on the assumption that the thermodynamic state

changes discontinuously through the shock. The shock front

due to its thickness being only a few me~ free paths can

be treated as a mathematical discontinuity i.e. it can

safely be assumed that there can be no accumulation of mass,

momentum or energy within the front.

The parameters used in the equations defining a shock

front are the pressure, P , temperature T , and the density·

e ' in the regions on either side of the. front. The sub

script 1 will be used to refer to the region ahead of the

shock and the subscript 2 to the region behind it. Figure

2.3 depicts a shock front propagating with velocity Vs into

s till air, where U is the particle velocity.

It is convenient in deriving the equations of the shock

transition to consider the shock front as fixed,as shown

in Figure 2.4
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FIGURE 2· 3 Conditions across moving shock front
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FIGURE 2·4 Conditions across equivalent fixed shock

There are four basic Equations which can be applied

across the shock:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Continuity equation.
Momentum equation.
Steady flow energy equation.
Equation of sta~e.

Considering flow through constant area; these four equa

tions may be applied across the shock.

Continuity equation:

~ = ~•.U, = fa.Va ~ consto.nt (i)
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Momentum equation:

(ii)

Steady flow energy equation:

(iii)

Equation of state:

p~e·R.T(iV)

COmbining (i) and (ii) and equating to (iii) gives

a relation between Po, ('. and ti, ea which can be expressed in

dimensionless form giving:

fI(~+ ,) f .. - IJ! n(>f+ I) - E'e.J
Oli'-l f. ,U.r-I e,

and

p" = [(11"+ I) ~+ IJ/ fro+ 1\ + .a..J
(', 6'-1 R m,..-IJ P,

Since from equation (i)

U~ ~,
- =-
U, \'2

henceu:eW:i[t(~: ,e):a;jo/n2~2.l(""I)R + 11
U. 6'-1 RJ ~.r-I R J

Similarly from equation (iv)

T2 = P,,-/ f2
1"""; P, f,

thus from equation 2.2 it follows that

2.2

2.3

2.4

Equations 2.1 to 2.4 are known as the Rankine ~ugoniot

Equations after the 'English and French mathematicians who
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number Mao
Where Ms = Vs
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independently were the first to use them.

The shock front velocity Vs} and the induced particle

velocity U" are normally expressed in dimensionless form

number ~s)and induced velocity Mach

the following relationships for ~~and

and M2 = U2. =
O'L

From equations (i)

v, =U,
and U2. ~ Vs - Uz.

U2. A..
-x--
a, o.,

and (ii) noting that

U... may be written.a,-

Ms = [(~::) ~+ ~

[ +(T-t]
·Uz. . :. (~ - \) 2.
0,

¥I(O"-\)[(~~\)~~ ~ •

2.5

2.6

The three parameters defining the shock front which

are commonly used are; Shock strength

Shock compression

and Shock Mach No.

= P2..
p,

= eO.
e,

= M s

Expansion Wave Eguation

The physical concept of an expansion wave has been

explained earlier using the Becker Model. In order to

define the properties across an expansion wave it is con

venient to consider the wave to consist of a series of

wavelets each producing differential changes as depicted in

Figure 2.5.
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I
CA_ I a. ... do. 0. CA+

I
I

u.~du.. (0.- u)I
~..- ctf'

u r' ?+~-
, • -I
I
I p+dp. P 1.4'" 0u"

FIGURE2.5 Conditions across expansion wave

Note the subscripts: 4 refers to the region into which

the wave is travelling and 3 the region behind the wave;

Considering flow relative to wavelet the situatiqn

shown in Figure 2.5,is now represented in Figure 2.6

a...-do. u+du.+o-u. u ... (0.- u) a.

oS'
:; a-+ du =0

?S'. • •
p ... clp P

FIGURE 2.6 Conditions relative to expansion wavelet

Applying the momentum equation for constant area.

-dp = e.o.·du. (i)

and since by definition the acoustic speed a is given by

Equation (i) can be· expressed in the form

Across the whole wave

Since the flow is isentropic and noting that

(ii)

(iii)
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Equation (iii) becomes.

fa
u , = -C1~ ( p(~) -Idf

f .. ~).
Therefore simp~fying and expressing

pressure ratio ~
~

(iv)

~ in terms of the
a...

Equation 2.7 relates the particle velocity behind the

expansion wave to the expansion wave pressure ratio •

•
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expansion wave to the expansion wave pressure ratio • 

• 
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2.2 SHOCK TUBE THEORY

Introduction.

A simple shock tube consists basically of two sections,

the driver chamber and the driven tube seperated by a gas

tight diaphragm. The driver chamber is pressurized and

upon rupture of the diaphragm a shock wave travels into

the driven tube and an expansion wave into the driver.

Between the shock and expansion waves are two regions of

uniform flow properties separated by the contact interface

between the driver and driven gases.

The wave system in a simple shock tube is depicted in

Figure 2.7.

The wave system in a shock tube can be described by

Becker's Model dealt with in Section 2.1 if the diaphragm

is considered to be replaced by a tight fitting piston.

Upon release the piston will accelerate into the driven

tube due to the pressure difference across' it. The motion

of the piston will give rise to a shock front propagating

into the driven section and an expansion wave travelling

into the driver chamber. '{hen the pressure difference

across the piston becomes zero the piston will travel with
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uniform velocity in the driven tUbe. The piston is now

analogous to the contact interface.

Figure 2.8 depicts the various thermodynamic states

in a shock tube before and after diaphragm rupture.

P

4

P

T

u

i\-.

r-, .

1/
4 ~1I1 2 L 1

FIGURE 2·8 Properties in shock tube during operation

Note the properties of the four regions in the shock tube

are denoted by the subscripts 1,2,J and 4.

Shock Tube Eguations

There are a large number of texts available dealing

with shock tubes for example Bradley (J4); Wright (J5) and

Glass and Hall (J6), so as with the last section only a

brief development of the equations will be given. In order

to evaluate the performance of a shock tube it is necessary

to relate the shock strength 8./p, with the driver / driven

pressure ratios employed ~/R , and since, the two gases

are not necessarily the same, for the general case the pro

perties of the driver and driven gas will carry subscripts

to differentiate the two gases.

Across the contact interface:
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•

and,

Also from equation 2.6;

(i)

(ii)

~ = (R _I)
0., R

2
~, (~, -I) [(~ Po. _ ~

lS'-! P, :J

(iii)

and from equation 2.7;

u" '" .z., [\ _
0... 6'01--1

(iv)

The four equations (i) to (iv) contain four unknowns

and can thus be solved to relate p,!p. to ~/R. To simp

lify the notation the following dimensionless ratios will

be used:
R=-'
Pi

U,
Uij:

OJ

Equations (i) to (iv) can be rewritten.

(v)
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(vi)

U,,"I- = \ [1 +
¥"t 1='.... (vii)

(viii)

and since

hence

a =j~R.T' and

a. = 1~(6'-I)e

R= ('6- \).Cv

(ix)

The above equation (v) to (ix) can be expressed to

form a relation between the shock fron~ pressure ratio

Pz./R and the known variables ~1)O\4)~4and ~\ which may

be simp]fied to give.

P.... t =
2.8

Equation 2.8 is the general equation for a simple

constant area shock tube relating the shock strength to the
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1=14 = P. .... Pal 

and since 

hence 

\ [1 + 
'l:(.., F=>+ 

a ",12ft<.. T' and 

a '" 1~('If-I)e 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

R= ('6- \).Cv 

(ix) 

The above equation (v) to (ix) can be expressed to 

form a relation between the shock front. pressure ratio 

p,,-I R and the known variables 8., )0,<\-,3'4 and l:( \ which may 

be simp]fied to give. 

2.8 

Equation 2.8 is the general equation for a simple 

constant area shock tube relating the shock strength to the 
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driver pressure ratio.

Shock Tube With Area Convergence

There are a n~ber of ways of increasing the shock

strength for a given driver pressure ratio see references

(J4), (J5), (J6),among which is to have an area convergence

between the driver and driven section. The full develop

ment of the theory is given by Alpher and White (J7),which

will be summarized here. The effect of an area reduction

is to produce a shock of strength equivalent to a diaphragm

pressure ratio g.~\ .
The factor 9 is known as the equivalence factor and

can be theoretically evaluated and employed as a conve

nient parameter for analysing the convergent tube in terms

of an equivalent constant area tube.

Figure 2.9 depicts the schematic diagram of a shock

tube with convergent geometry at the diaphragm section

denoting the regions referred to in the following equations.

123a[)L O~. 3

FIGURE 2.9 Shock tube with area convergence at diaphragm
section

For ~3subsonic three equations can be derived relating

9' M 3 and M~... which can be solved by iteration with an

ab initio choice of 0.,0+ and Ms. The equations are:
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'lS'4- 1 -I

M3 ~2- Ij~ f 0 .. 9 21s'4-
U ..... Q, 2.10

and

I 2~[C + (~4 _l) IVh:J 2: ~ ( ) J~~-l2. -+- ~...-\ M3
9~

2.+(~... -\) M 3 "l.
2.11

2 -+ (~4 - \) M?>Q

From these three equations g can be evaluated.

Equation 2.8 can be expressed using

,
9 .. PAt =- P4I.co......,.....~......~

since Q4' =

( ~ ' ) ' 2!!>.. a, Q
~4 • <3 • a ..,. it

Hence equation 2.8 can be expressed in terms of a

constant area tube for a tube with area convergence at the

diaphragm section.

P..., =
. -l

p" [ I - (R, - 1).a.4.M .,',~.. ~~. )] 13..
9 ~I:J .o<. ... P.,+ I

2.12

Note: The equivalence factor may also be determined by

graphical solution of equations 2.9. 2.10 and 2.11.Alpher

et al. (37),has given graphical relationships between 9

and (~j 'l~~) for various shock tube area ratios.
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2.3 SHOCK FRONT INTERACTIONS

The Structure of the Shock Front

Before dealing with the interactions of the shock

waves with models it is necessary to determine the struc

ture of the shock front in as far as the shape and profile

are concerned.

The shock front has been defined as an extremely

rapid change of the thamodynamic state of the medium into

which it is propagating. Figure 2.10 depicts the change

in thermodynamic state across a shock front.

P
T
~

\ direction of .

\

propagation

L J

distance
FIGURE 2·10 Thermodynamic stale across shock front

The thickness of the shock front L, is defined in terms

of the mean free molecular path G,of the medium into which

it is propagating.

Determination of the thickness of the shock front

involves solving equations which relate the transfer ofener9~

via intermolecular collision. Various theoretical approach

es by Becker, Thomas, Mott-Smith and Zoller have been sum

mari~ed in Wright (35) and Bradley (34). A meticulous

series of experiments Were performed by Cowan, Hornig and

Greene, also reported in reference (35), to measure the

shock front thickness. ·The theoretical and experimental

values determined agree fairly well for shock Mach numbers

up to about 1,8. Figure 2.11 is reproduced from Wright

(35), showing the theoretical and experimental values of

shock thickness S/Lagainst shock Mach number Ms.
Since the shock front thickness is only of the order

of a few mean ~ee paths the rise time from zero to peak
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pressure across the shock is of the order of nanoseconds

and thus it may be treated as a step function •

•

• Experimental points
of COWIlI'1. Hornig and Greene

o-r--.---.--.--.--.--,------.-
2,41,4 1,6 1,8 2,0

Shock Mac.h No. Ms
Shock thickness for various Mach numbers (35)

1,21,0

FIGURE 2·11

For example, for ~s = 1,) the thickness of the shock

front L in terms of the mean free path ~ from Figure

2.11 is approximately.

'3 =::= 0,0 <5
L

T
P ft.

The mean free path S is

-7
'b : B, 64" 10

given by Holman (38).

(T~ oR, p: Ib/fd

For air at STP
_s

L~ 4x \0 ins

•

. For Ms = 1,3 the shock front velocity Vs
The rise time though the shock front from

1500 ft/s.

p, to P..
is given by L Iv", which in this case is approximately two

nanoseconds.

Measurements of the shape of the shock front propagat

ing in a shock tube were performed by Gude and Chrisoffer

sen (39),using hot wire anemometry for shock Mach nUmbers

of 1,6. Their findings regarding the shape were in good
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pressure across the shock is of the order of nanoseconds 

and thus it may be treated as a step function. 

-' 0,16 --(0 

Matt_Smith 

II 

III 
III OJ12 ., 
c: 
-0 :.c oJoa .... 

• Experimental points 
of Cowan. Hornig and Greene 

x 
u 
0 
.c 

0,04 IJl 

0 
I 

1,0 1,2 ',4 1,6 1.8 2,0 2,2. 2,4 

Shock Mac.h No. Ms 

FIGURE 2·" Shock thickness for various Mach numbers (351 

For example, for ~s = 1,3 the thickness of the shock 

front L in terms of the mean free path 'b from Figure 

2.il is approximately. 

~ ~ 0,08 

The mean free path '0 is given by Holman (38). 

-7 
'b ~ 8,64" 10 

T 
P ft. 

For air at STP 
_S" 

L~ 4>< \0 ins 

• 

. For Ms = 1.,3 the shock front velocity v's l500 ft/s. 

The rise time tJ::rough the shock front from P. to p~ 

is given by L Iv". which in this case is approximately two 

nanoseconds. 

Measurements of the shape of the shock front propagat

ing in a shock tube were performed by Gude and Chrisbffer

sen (39), using hot wire anemometry for shock ~lach nUmbers 

of l,6. Their findings regarding the shape were in good 
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agreement with the resu~ts of Duff and Young, and Lin

and Fyfe, a~so reported in reference (J9). It was found

that the shock front assumed a spherica~ form' in the centra~

portion of the tube whi~st at a distance of about o.~ ins.

from the shock tube wa~~s the shock front curved in the

opposite direction to that of the centra~ portion i.e.

in the direction of wave propagation. The maximum axia~

def~ection in the central portion of the ~hock tube was

found to be of the order of 0,004 ins. Thus the assimu~

taniety of arriva~ of the shock front at any plane, propa

gating at say 1500 ft!s, is of the order of a maximum of

0,2 microseconds and hence for most purposes the shock
.

front may be regarded as p~anar.

The Ref~ection of Shock Waves

Due to the non-~inear behaviour of shock waves the

~aws of reflection exhibited in elementary optic and acous

tic wave theory no longer a pp.Ly , A shock of strength Pal,

travelling with,ve~ocity Vs,will on striking a rigid wall

ref~ect as a shock of strength PS2 trave~ling in the op

posite direction to the incident shock. Where Ps is the

total pressure behind the ref~ected shock. Since the wall

is assumed to be rigid the incident shock is instantaneous

~y brought to rest. The induced partic~e ~elocities behind

the incident and reflected shocks are equal since the gas

particles behind the reflected shock must be at rest.

Thus

Thus from equation 2.6,

a,,(P,,-,- J)

and similarly for ~s

U.s =

(0<.., ... 1)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
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Equating (ii) and (iii) and simplif~ng yields:

P52 = (0<., .... 2) R, - I
ex.. I-+- P2.1

2.1)

and from equation 2.4> TS2 can be written in terms of PS2.

TS 2 = PS2(o<.. + Psz)

I + ex" Psz
2.14

Shock Front Reflection from an Elastic Wall

In the previous section it was assumed in tne deriva

tion of the reflected ·shock strength PS2 that the incident

shock was reflected from a rigid wall. In practice this

situation will not occur, since all materials exhibit some

elasticity and hence the incident front is not instantaneously

brought to rest. In the case of reflection from an elastic

wall the reflected shock total pressure may be calulated

from the observed values of the incident shock wave velo-

city Vs. and the interface particle velocity Us • The theory

related to this is covered very comprehensively by Pack (40).

Consider a shock front impinging on a wall as shown in

Figure 2.12.

s>",o

/"
CJo= p, Before imp-act

Iv...

:~I~ E~
~ ...J-

eT'= Ps After impact

FIGURE 2·12 Shock reflection from an elastic wall
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Fixing the reflected shock as a reference as shown

in Figure 2.13 simplifies the analysis.

fIGURE 2·13 Conditions across fixed reflected shock

Applying continuity through the reflected shock for

unit area.

(i)

The momentum across the shock is:

(ii)

Combining equations (i) and (ii) yields:

2.15

Considering now the situation within the model1Figure 2.14.

FIGURE 2.14 Condition across stress wave in wall
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This is equivalent in terms of the shock front to Figure

2.l5.

• (V",_u._) v~•

FIGURE 2·15 Conditions relative to stress wave In wall

Applying the continuity equation:

(iii)

From the momentum equation:

(iv)

Combining equations (iii) and (iv) and noting that

er'e> ~ p, and 0- ~ P.. a"d. u.~ ~ v..,

Ps ~ P, + <:?~ V", .u.e , 2.l6

Figure 2.l6 is the graph of pressure P, versus particle

veloci ty u., for the gas and the model" sample and is the so

called schematic for obtaining Hugoniot data by the impe

dance match technique dealt with in Chapter VII of reference

(22) •

Equation 2.l6 shows that the actual reflected total

pressure is a function of the material of the wall from

which the shock is reflected. V,... is the shock velocity

imparted to the material by the incident wave, which will

be shown to be a function of the elastic Modulus ~ , the

densi ty "t' and Poisson' s ratio V I of the materiaL
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In this derivation it was assumed that the nature

of the reflection will be a shock wave. The nature of

this reflected wave can be shown, see for example Pack (40)

to be dependent on the values of the shock impedance of

the two mediums. The condition for a reflected shock being

that t?_.VM>SO'VS. For S'~..V~<,?,Vs the reflected wave will

be an expansion wave,for example,reflections from an open

ended shock tube will result in an expansion wave being

formed.

PARTICLE VELOCITY l~
•

FIGURE 2.16 Schematic for obtaining Hugoniot data by the

impedance match techn ique
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2.4 THEORY OF SHOCK FRONT LOADING OF MODELS

Introduction.

The interaction of a shock front with a two dimen

sional model will be discussed with particular reference

to the impact duration time.

The magnitude of the intial loading is related to

the total pressure Ps.behind the reflected shock front and

has been dealt with under shock front interactions in the

last section. Shock front interaction with models has

been investigated by interferometric methods by Bleakeney

et aL (25). Consider a shock front I of strength R., and

velocityV•• when the front reaches a model a reflected front

R is formed travelling with velocity Vro.. Between this

reflected shock and the incident shock is a diffraction

region bounded by shocks D propagating from the corners

of the model and expansion waves ~ moving along the front

face of the model. The expansion waves occur because of

the pressure difference behind the reflected and 'incident

shock, and are the mechanism by which the pressures in the

diffraction region tend to equalize. There is as a conse

quence of the expansion waves a strong gas flow on the

front face of the model towards the corners.

As the expansion waves progress and interact on the

front face of the model the pressure on this face is there

by relieved and the reflected shock pressure is weakened.

Eventually the diffracted waves have weakened to such

an extent that a stationery pattern is established. The

form of the stationary pattern is governed by whether the

flow behind the incident front is supersonic or subsonic.

If the latter is the case the reflected shock from the front

face weakens indefinitely as it propagates. Figure 2.17

illustrates the situation described above.

On the interaction of the expansion waves at the
, ,

centre of the front face of the model reflected E expan-
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I

R

I

I Incid ent shock

R Ref lecte d shock

D Diffraction shock

E Expansion wave

I

R
E

D--------
I

r ,""vortex

I

R

E

I
(,=-----1.-----

I

FIGURE 2·17 Shock wave interaction with a two-dimensional model
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sians waves are set up.

Theorectical Load Cycle on Front Face

The duration of the peak reflected pressure is depen

dent on how rapidly the expansion waves ~ relieve the

pressure on the front face. If a point in the centre of

the face is considered this duration may be theoretically

. determined.

F; R p..

1---1

1---1

Po

W= width of model face

FIGURE 2·18 Pressure release on front face of model

If the expansion wave E is assumed to form at the

instant the shock front I reaches the front of the model

this pressure PST will persist at the centre uhtil the head

of the expansion wave E arrives. The head of this expansion

wave will propagate at the local sonic.velocity of the

region behind the reflected shock.

V" = j'<5RT6'
t-"""d

,
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Thus the duration of Ps will be given by:

\Vhere VV is the width of the model face as shown in Figure

2.18.

Thus

w
2.17

Thereafter a complicated wave pattern will be set up

by the head of reflected expansion wave and the trailing

portion of the incident expansion wave.

The temperature behind the reflected shock T s may

be estimated from equation 2.14.
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2.5 INFLUENCE OF DRIVER CHAMBER LENGTH ON LOAD CYCLE

Position where Reflected Expansion Wave Overtakes Shock Front

The duration of the shock front overpressure in a

shock tube is dependent on the relative positions of the

primary shock front and the head of the expansion wave

formed on reflection of the primary expansion wave from

the end of the driver section. By varying the length of

the driver section this duration may be altered.

Lobb (41) performed a theoretical arialysis on the

effects of length on shock tube operation. Using the

method of characteristics, as developed in Courant and

Freidrichs (33), the physical process in an expansion wave

can be described and a relationship between the length

and the duration of the shock front over-pressure est

ablished.

Figure 2.19 is the distance time plot of the wave

system produced in a simple shock tube.

x
FIGURE 2.J9 Distance time plot of wave system In a

simple shock tube

For ~sentropic flow the direction of the characteris

tics in the (=.t.) plane are given by:

.. U ~ a (i)
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and along any characteristic

U. :!:~ ~ cansta...., t.
ls'+ - \

(ii)

Since the principal expansion wave is moving in the

negative ::c.-direction, the characteristics denoted K- are

straight lines and for the centered expansion wave being

considered, they radiate at the origin.

Introducing the following dimensionless quantities

x~ =
T

"t~ o.~-c
-~-

U= U.

0.+

and

where Q.. ~ length of the driver section.

The following equations apply for the K_ characteri

stics.

x = U - A
T

u- ZA ~ con~.ta."t
~4 - \

similarly for the K+ characteristics

dX = U-I- f\
dZ

2.18

2.19

2.20

U+2.P\
~'I-- \

:=. const-o.""\t: 2
~+ -I

2.21

The characteristics are shown in Figure 2.20.

The slope in the (X;r) plane of the head characteristic

of the principal expansion wave can be obtained from equa

tion 2.18. For the shock tUbe applications. U ...= \ ,A."l~ \ .

rx)_ _\
~ He.a<!

(iii)
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U. :!: ~". consto.,., t 
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(u) 

Since the principal expansion wave is moving in the 

negative =-direction, the characteristics denoted K- are 

straight lines and for the centered expansion wave being 

considered, they radiate at the origin. 

Introducing the following dimensionless quantities 

x~ = 
T 

""t~ C<~ t -e.-
U= u. 

0. ... 

and 

where t- ~ length of the driver section. 

The following equations apply for the K_ characteri-

sties. 

x = U - A 
T 
u- 2.A = COr"lsto."t 

~4 - \ 

similarly for the K+ characteristics 

dX = U-+- A. 
d'L 

u + 2.1\ :=. cansta,,\:: 2-
'(5'1--\ <:>,,,-1 

'The characteristics are shown in Figure 2~20~ 

2.18 

2.19 

2.20 

2.21 

The slope in the(X~) plane of the head characteristic 

of the principal expansion wave can be obtained from equa

tion 2.18. For the shock tube applications. U.4~ \ I A .. = \ . 

(iii) 
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x
FIGURE 2·20 The K-~nd K.characteristics for backward facing

expansion wave

When the head of the expansion wave reaches the end

of the driver it will reflect as an expansion wave when

the end is closed as in this case. The first characteris

tic of the reflected expansion wave will have a direction

in the (X ,'L)
dX
ell

plane given by equation 2.20.

= U... A

This is the same direction as the K... characteristic

starting at the reflection point for the principal expan-

sian wave.

The path in the (X:r) plane of the reflected chara-

teristic can be shown (see for example
-I

\ ('-20<..1
X = (c.<.. ...-I)L- o<. ... -C

Lobb (41») to be:

2.22

Equation 2.22 applies between the head and the tail

of the principal expansion wave thereafter the path consists

only of straight segments as shown in Figure 2.2D.

Using equation 2.22 and the equation for the ta~l

of the expansion wave the position (X E ,1',,) which is the

position in the (X,I() plane where the first characteris

tic of the reflected expansion wave overtakes the tail of
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•
the principal expansion wave may be determined."

"

=

Re-arranging equation
A= -~4-\\.J'" I

2.

and since

U:H can be written

(v)

The characteristic of the tail of the principal ex

pansion wave is given by equation 2.18

(vi)

Using equations (iv).

Xa=

simplifying

Combining equations 2.22 and 2.23

_l'3... ~
lE = P34 2 2.24

The reflected expansion wave overtakes the contact

surface at the position(Xc.L.J.

The contact surface travels at the particle velocity

of regions 3 and 4.

Therefore for the contact surface.

(vii)

The first reflected characteristic of the expansion

wave has been shown in Equation 2.20 to be:
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• 
the principal expansion wave may be determin"ed." 

Re-arranging equation 
A= -'0'4- 1 1.) ... I 

2.. 

and since 
= 

U,,4- can be written 

2.21 

(iii) 

(v) 

The characteristic of the tail of the principal ex

pansion wave is given by equation 2.18 

Using equations (iv), (v) and (vi) 

1"2 ('l>4+\\n WJ-r' L '0'''1 - \ - \ ~ 4 - iJ r;",," ". L;;: 

simplifying 

Combining equations 2.22 and 2.2) 

_~ ... 'ii .. 

lIS: = P34 2 

(Vi) 

2.23 

2.24 

The reflected expansion wave overtakes the contact 

surface at the position {Xc. "t'.J. 
The contact surface travels at the particle velocity 

of regions 3 and 4. 

Therefore for the contact surface. 

x = Uj4 (Vii) 
'L'-

or Xc. = U34 

Lc. 

The first reflected characteristic of the expansion 

wave has been shown in Equation 2.20 to be: 

". 
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dX
d.'t

Since in region J, U and Aare constant.

Therefore

Xc. = X.. + lU34 ... "'-H) l't',- - Y,,)

Since XIS = 'L'i. (V"", - f:!....,...)

(viii)

(ix)

Substituting from equation (vii) for Xc in equation (ix)

'Cc.. = 2. Y"

and X Co.: 2. \.J,.. 'Le.
2.26

The reflected expansion wave overtakes the shock wave

at the position (Xs.-r.).

The direction of the first characteristic of the

expansion wave in the region 2 is:

Since in region 2, U and A are constant.

Xs.- Xc
ls. - y,,-

Therefore

(xi)
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Since in region J, U and A are constant. 

Therefore 

X"- = X ..... lU34 .. "'-H'> l1:',,- - 'L .. ) 

Since X IS '" 1:'" (IJ"", - ~"'4) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

Substituting from equation (Vii) for Xc in equation (ix) 

2.25 

2.26 

The reflected expansion wave overtakes the shock wave 

at the position (Xs.L".). 

The direction of the first characteristic of the 

expansion wave in the region 2 is: 

Since in region 2, U and A are constant. 

Xs- Xc = (U ... + Aa,) ~~ 
ls - Lc.. 

Therefore 

(xi) 



Since x c.. ~ u.... "1:'<.- = '-.)2., L<... ~
A...

equation (xi)

can be rewritten

(xii)

The direction of the shock wave in the lX-;L) plane is given

by:

Therefore:

Cnmbining equations (Xi) and 2.27.

2.27

L" = 2. A ... , ,'Lc
'0", -e- A2.'- M ..

2.28

Thus from equations 2.27 and 2.28 the position at

which the reflected expansion wave begins 'to overtake the

shock front may be found. The relationships for M" and

U 2.\ can be found from equations 2.5 and 2.6 d<rived in

Section 2.2 -.

Writing equation 2.27 in terms of the expansion wave

pressure ratio. p",.. and the shock front pressure ratio ?....
J. -~1

j )' rp2-, (01., + R'\]" D 2
~.(D(.. f'2.1+1 .Z·l \+ 0<, ~2.' ••".....• ~~

The value for fl... may be found using the

?3... = 1"2., .f'4 since across the contact surface

relationship

P.. = ?~,.
This relationship may be found using equation 2.12

derived in Section 2.2 to relate R.., and P..,.,.

It should be noted that all of the above derivations

are based on an ideal constant area shock tube where the

diaphragm rupture is assumed to be instantaneous giving
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rise to a centered expansion wave and shock and contact

surface all originating from the same point. In actual

shock tube flows as the diaphragm does not rupture instan

taneously this provision falls away. Furthermore in the

case of a shock tube with area convergence at the dia

phragm for values of M ...> \ two expansion waves are formed

on diaphragm rupture. In spite of these a s pec't s the theory

does give a fairly close I?~iction of the actual conditions

observed.

Determination of Duration of Shock Front Overpressure

I [lc':r.:>
I

I
I ,,x

x
FIGURE 2·21 Distance-time plot showing duration of shock

aver pressure at position X'

The method of characteristics can be used to determine

the duration of the shock over-pressure J::,.'L, at any pos:i

tion in the (X.!:) plane, see Figure 2.21.

The duration is given by

">". 'From equation 2.27 c, can be written.

't:'.K.~ (ii)
M$ a.

For the reflected ,expansion wave head the direction

of the first characteristic is given by equation 2.20 and

can be written.
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dX
cAL

=

and thus:

Hence:

x·-xc. = U2..+A....,
Te'-'tc.

(iii)

2.31

From equations (i); (ii) and (iii):

1\ " X,-,,· X'cs:L. ~ T E - 1:'. = Lo<. -r- ,,-"-_"'-,-=="- -_

U2.' t- A...., Ms

Equation 2.30 can be simplified to give !::>..'t::

b.L~ fMs-\J ...-f.>..-z..,]X' ... Lo<. - x ,
[M ..(Ms+ A.....) U'il+A2.I

This equation is valid for Xc<'X'"::,,Xs and is of'the

form A'L = q.X ' ... S

where q and S are constants for any given value of' 1'>.,

and P34.

Equation 2.31'is thus a straight line of' gradient q
for given R.., and P34.
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dX 
a'L 

and thus: 

Hence: 

x '- X" '= U"-, .. {\ .... 
TE' 

From equations (i); (ii) and (iii): 

'-x' 
U~I" A ... , 

Equation 2.)0 can be simplified to give b,.""C: 

D.'L: rMs-\J"'-~'LIJX'''' Lc.-rM .. (M~+ ;\ ... ,) u",+A .. 

(iii) 

2.30 

2.31 

This equation is valid for Xc<'X'<:.,.X", and is of the 

form 

where q and So are constants for any given value of ?.., 

and Pa4. 

Equation 2.:l1'is thus a straight line of gradient q 
for given Pa, and P"'4. 
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2.6 BASIC T.dEORY OF STRESS WAVES IN SOLID NEDIA

Introduction

There are severa~ types of waves that can be generated

in an e~astic medium depending on the geometry of the

medium and the magnitude and characteristics of the dyna-

mic ~oading.

In a medium which cannot sustain finite shear stresses

there is on~y on type of wave which wi~~ be produced and

tir-a.ve Ls at the sonI c speed of the medium. In extended

isotropic solids, however, two types of elastic waves may

be propagated. These are waves of Di~.tation and waves of

Distortion. Normal~y both types of waves will be produced

when a solid medium is deformed. In addition elastic waves

may be propagated alonqthe surface of the so~id known as

Rayliegh waves which are very important in siesmic phenomena.

Kolsky (19) has written a comprehensive treatise on

stress waves in solids and the subject is also dealt with

in may books on elasticity see for example Timoshe~o and

Goodier (23).

General Wave Equation

The differential equations in terms of displacements,

based on the assumption of no body forces, for an extended

isotropic medium are:

(,)..->- G) ~ +
o~

()., '- G) aC
O}

•GVV~ (i)

Where C. ~ volume expansion "" E::x.."," £.~ .... e:...,
>- o' C)" a'"and 'V~ ... +- differentialox.-'- o ~'- ""8)'- a

operator.
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If the deformation produced by the wave is such that

c.. = 0 the deformation constists of shear distortion and

o CJ~v.., 0
" '" \o~

- ? a'W} ~ 0
o \o~

rotation only

G v'«:

and equations

~ f;: = 0

(i) become:

2.)2

The above equations are for waves of Distortion. Now

consider the case where the deformation produced by waves

is not accompanied by rotation. Rotation of the element

with respect to the 1-axis is given by:

and similarly for W,.. and W~.

of irrotational deformation.

(ii)

Now for the· case

e.ee, . (iii)

The above equations are satisfied by a function <p
derived for the displacements U.,v~and W o

IN,,=

Then

Therefore

Subsituting equation (iV) in equation. (i) yields.
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2.33

The above equations are the equations for waves of

Dilatation.

Both equations 2.32 and 2.33 have the general form of

the wave equation

which on solving for the velocity gives for equation 2.33

and for equation 2.32.

NOTE

A = v E.
(1+'>1)(1-2.'>1)

and

Waves of Dilatation

Waves of Distortion

2.34

2·35

where .... = Poiss on's Ratio

The above wave velocities show that the Dilatation

wave is propagated at a higher velocity than the Distortion

wave. In the case of the Dilatation wave the associated

particle motion is in the direction of wave propagation

and in the case of the Distortion wave the motion is per

pendicular to the direction of wave propagation.

Wave Propagation in a Bounded Medium

The equations derived in the previous section were

the general equations for waves in an extended isotropic
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medium. In theory the propagation of any stress wave in

any bounded medium- can be derived by solving these equations.

for the appropriate boundary conditions. (l9).

In this section the case of a plane_wave propagating

in a long plate whose thickness is much less than the wave

length of the wave will be considered, see Figure 2.22.

I
d-thickness of the pate

FIGURE 2·22 Stress wave propagation in a long thin plate

Consider unit width ~, and propagation of a plane

wave in the =C-direction and assume the stress distribution

is uniform over any cross section of the plate perpendi

cular to the direction of propagation of the wave.

Considering an element b= > the rate of change of

momentum is given by

simplifying

(i)

To express 0'"><. , in the terms of displacement IJ._)

it can be shown that the displacement V~}in the ~-direction

and O"l' the stress component perpendicular to the plate,

will' be zero.

The stress components

<J:x- ~ (A" 2.'(;) Qu.....
ox

can be written as:

Eliminating ow, from these two equations.
O}
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and

0-,<. = 4 G ( >...,.G) .~
A+2.G ox

4G(A~G) ~ "E
A+G (\-)l~)

A =

G =

r
Lame.s constant

Rigidity modulus

therefore

Substituting (ii) into equation (i)

(ii)

(iii)

The solution of equation (iii) for the velocity yields:

2.36

CL = velocity for a plane longitudinal wave.

The propagation of a plane transverse wave CT, is

equal to the velocity of a distortion wave Ca..

i.e. 2.37

Thus for a given material where the elastic modulus,
,

the density, and Po~ons ratio,are known the wave velocities

may be computed.
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and 4G(AoI-G) "" E 
A+G (\-)l~) 

therefore 

A = 

G = 

Substituting (ii) into equation (i) 

, 
Lame,s constant 

Rigidity modulus 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The solution of equation (iii) for the velocity yields: 

2.36 

CL = velocity for a plane longitudinal wave. 

The propagation of a plane transverse wave CT, is 

equal to tho velocity of a distortion wave C ... 

2.37 

Thus for a given material where the elastic modulus, 
, 

the density,and Po~ons ratio,are known the wave velocities 

may be computed. 
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2.7 BASIC PHOTOELASTIC THEORY

Stress Optic La',

Photoelasticity is essentially a method of experimental

stress analysis. The fundamental laws and principles upon

which the method is based are covered in a number of stan

dard texts including Dally and Riley (42).
The theory is based on the phenomemon that when certain

transparent materials are stressed th~ induced stress state

produces changes in the optical properties of the materials.

This property was observed by Maxwell, who found that the

refractive indices of-these materials changed linearly

with changes in the stresses.

Consider a two dimensional model made of such material

which in the unstressed state has a refractive index no.

Vhen the model is loaded a two dimensional state of stress

is induced and the model exhibits two refractive indices

n, and n~ along the two principal axes associated with

the principal stresses 0-, and as .

According to Maxwell's findings ,

tionships may be written:

the following rela-

(ii)

Where 1<. and k .. are the stress optic coefficients and CT...

is assumed to be zero for the two dimensional case. Com

bining equations (i) and (ii) to eliminate fh.

(iii)

The changes in refractive indices can be expressed as:

(iv)

This is based on wave plate theory (42) where polarized
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light passing through a doubly refractive material is

split into two orthogonal components which are each trans

mitted at a different velocity. ~ is the relative phase

shift between the two components of light when they emerge

from the plate and this is dependent upon its thickness n,
and the wave length of the light A.

Hence-combining equations (iii) and (iv):

b.= 2~\' (\<,-\{4lo;-o-~) (v)

If (\<.,- \<..:) is written as K , the relative stress

optic coefficient, the relative phase shift ~ is given by:

2.33

-"> •
Where K is expressed in Brewsters (1 Brewster = \0 ~mi'd~n<).

Equation 2.)8 is the classical description of the stress

optic law. The relative phase shift is linearly propor

tional to the difference in the principal stresses (0-, -o-~).

Equation 2.38 is more conveniently expressed for engineering

applications as:

0-, - O"a. =
2.

N_~o

h
2.39

Where N= 1:.....= Fringe order (Relative retardation in terms of

a complete cycle of retardation 2~)

fa" =;K = Material fringe value in terms of shear. n; model

thickness.

For materials which exhibit perfectly elastic beha

viour the difference in principal stains (E.... -e:...) can also

be measured from the established fringe order ~.

Since it can be shown that:

2.40

Then

2.41
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phase shift ~ is 
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Where K is expressed in Brewsters (I Brewster. 10 cm/d~.<). 

Equation 2.)8 is the classical description of the stress 

optic law. The relative phase shift is linearly propor

tional to the difference in the principal stresses <,0"'. -c-~). 

Equation 2.38 is more conveniently expressed for engineering 
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N_~o
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a complete cycle of retardation 2~) 

to- ~ ;K' Material fringe value in terms of shear. It; model 

thickness. 

For materials which exhibit perfectly elastic beha
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be measured from the established fringe order ~. 

Since it can be shown that: 

2.40 

Then 

2.41 
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Where

2.42

•

Polariscope

The polariscope is an optical system which measures

changes in refractive indices and thus enables the det

ermination of N at each point in the model. The fringe

value {~, for a particular model material can be determined

by means of calibration. Thus the principal stress diffe

rence and also for a perfectly elastic material the prin

cipal strain difference may be determined.

The polariscope in its simplest form consists· of two

polarizers placed one on either side of the model. Light

from a light source is polarized on passing through the

first polarizer (i.e. light vibrates in one plane only).

On passing through the model the transmitted light is split

into two orthogonal components each travelling at a diffe

rent velocity. On viewing this·through the second polarizer

known as the analyser an interference pattern appears as

a series of fringes. Determination of the fringe order

N is accomplished if certain boundary stresses in the

model are known.

With the simple polariscope set up described above

which is known as a plane polarizer ~wo sets of fringe

patterns are produced. The first known as isochromatics

are related to the principal stress difference and the

second known as isoclinics represent lines of principal

stress directions. The plane polariscope arrangement is

shown in Figure 2.2).

In order to eliminate the isoclinics a circular pola

riscope can be employed (42). This system is basically

the same as the plane polariscope except that two quater

wave plates are inserted between the polarizer and the

analyser as shown in Figure 2.24. The fringe patterns thus

produced are just the isochromatics which are lines of
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whioh is known as a plane polarizer ~wo sets of fringe 

patterns are produced. The first known as isochromatics 

are related to the principal stress difference and the 

second known as isoclinics represent lines of principal 

stress directions. The plane polariscope arrangement is 

shown in Figure 2.23. 

In order to eliminate the isoclinics a circular pola

riscope can be employed (42). This system is basically 

the same as the plane polariscope except that two quater

wave plates are inserted between the polarizer and the 

analyser as shown in Figure 2.24. The fringe patterns thus 

produced are just the isochromaties which are lines of 
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Axis of
polarization

Direction
of 0; Polarizer

Axis of
polarization Model

Analyzer

FIGURE 2-23 Stressed model in a plane polariscope

Light
source

Analyzer

FIGURE 2-21. Stressed model in a circular

Polarizer

Ia) Dark field

(b) Light field

pol ariscope
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constant principal stress difference. The circular polari-

scope can be set up either as a light field or a dark

field which will produce fringes relating to different

stress difference values. With the light field .s e t up

the fringe order will be the half order fringes i.e.

N: .1..2 l~ 2.!,. e t c , , whils t the dark field set up will show
• •

whole number fringes i. e. N: I,2. etc.. Increasi!1g fringe

orders correspond to points of increasing principal stress

difference.
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CHAPTER THREE

DES C RIP T ION OF APPARATUS
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3.l THE SHOCK TUBE

Design and Construction of the Shock Tube

The shock t ub e used in this .experimental project was

originally comprised of a four foot long driver chamber

JIl in diameter and a 2" diameter driven tube made up of a

number of interchangeable lengths. The driven tube was

modified for this research program and replaced by a square

section tube to accomodate a test section with parallel

windows for optical studies. The basic layout of the shock

tube in it's present form is shown in Figure j.l.

The shock tube has three functional parts namely;

the driver chamber, the driven tube and the diaphragm

section.

The driver chamber was not changed from its original

form. Made from high pressure steel tubing with a wall

thickness of t", the driver was designed for operating

pressures of up to 2000 lb/in
2•

The charging line for

pressurizing the driver chamber entered through the end

cap of the driver.

The driven tube was constructed from 12 gauge commer

cial square steel tubing with an internal width of 2{-".

The tube was manufactured by hot drawing welded round tube.

The particular tube used for making the driven section was

selected because the internal weld was in one of the corners

and it was felt that this would not adversely effect the

performance of the shock tube. The internal finish of the

tube was not upto the recommended standard for shock tubes

which specify that steps should not exceed 0,001" (36).

However,although this might render the tube unsuitable for

studies of the uniform flow regions behind the shock front,

investigations related to the interactions of the shock

front itself shOUld not be effected.

A short section of the tUbe was tested hydraulically

to determine safe operating limits. The deflections at the
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FIGURE 3.2 Pressure test of shock tube section
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center of two faces of the tube were measured and the

resu~ts of the tests are shown in Figure 3.2. Permanent

deformation occured at about 500 ~b/in2.

The driven tube was made up in five sections two 4ft,

two 5 ft. and a ~ft, transition piece coup~ing up to the diaph

rag~ section. The sections of the driven tube were joined

by means of f~anges we~ded onto the tube and sea~ing was

effected by '0' rings as shown in Figure J.J.

keyway " .,..-- -"/' :
~, I

/- :

!
I,
I
•

O-Ring

q 1 t
Inches

FIGURE 3·3 Method of joining .driven tube sections

The short transition section incorporated a specia~

f~ange to enable joining the driven tube to the driver and

diaphragm sections. In addition it was fitted with a mani

fo~d connected to a vacuum pump for_app~ications where the

driven tube has to be evacuated.

The driven tube was guided and supported ort rollers

mounted on stands which could slide on a ground rai~ so

that the position of the supports cou~d be changed. There

were two reasons for mounting the driven tube in this manner;

first~y, to faci~itate fitting the diaphragms and second~y,

to a~~ow for recoi~ in the tube during operation. With the

end of'the driven tube c~osed large axial forces are pro

duced by reflection of the shock front from the tube end.

Some form of recoil facility must thus be provided either
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on the driven section or the driver chamber.

The third section of the tube was the diaphragm

chamber. It's function was to clamp the diaphragms to form

a gas-tight seal between the driver chamber and the driven

tube. The diaphragm chamber, shown in Figure 3.4,consisted

of a 2" long section, with an internal diameter of 2t",
which was clamped between flanges on the driver and driven

sections.

driver

section

air supply -

O-rings

driven

section

1
I

Inches

2
I

FIGURE 3·4 Diaphragm section
r

Since proper bursting of the diaphragms is an essen

tial aspect of shock tube performance the diaphragm section

is perhaps the most important aspect in shock tube design.

The construction of the diaphragm section is largely depen

dent on the method used to rupture the diaphragm. There

are several methods commonly employed to rupture diaphragms

these basically involve pressure bursting, mechanical rup

ture or rupture by electrical means,and are comprehensively

dealt with in reference (36). The technique used in this

shock tube will be described briefly.

Two diaphragms were employed one on either side of

the diaphragm section as shown in Figure 3.4. Prior to

operation of the shock tube, the driver, diaphragm and

driven sections were pressurized such that the pressure

difference across each diaphragm was just below the burst-
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ing pressures. Diaphragm rupture was then achieved by

suddenly releasing the diaphragm chamber pressure to the

atmosphere by actuating a solenoid operated vent valve

connected on the charging line. The diaphragm on the driver

side ruptured due to the pressure difference across it

exceeding the bursting pressure and the second diaphragm

ruptured on impact of the high pressure driver gas. This

method has the advantage in that it allows for larger

driver pressures to be employed than would a single diaphragm

of the same material. In addition it enables close control

of the driver pressure which is of course important for ac

curate reproduction of tests.

Diaphragms

Diaphragms can be made from a variety of materials

depending mainly on the operating range desired and the

method used for diaphragm rupture, see reference (36). The

diaphragm material used in this project was tin plate 0,009"

thick. The tin plate was obtained in sheet form and diaph

ragm blrinks 4t" diameter were "punched" out and then scribed

in a criss-cross pattern on the scribing rig shown in Figure

Metal diaphragms are normally scribed to ensure clean

bursting and to prevent fragments of the diaphragm from .

breaking off and damaging the shock tube. Scribing metallic
l

diaphragms in the criss-cross patteT? enables four petals

to open cleanly. It has been found that Unscribed diaph

ragms normally rupture in a four petal configuration (36).

Shock Tube Operating Controls

Figure 3.6 is a schematic diagram of the operating con

trols of the shock tube. The control panel was situated

adjacent to the driver chamber and all the functions neces

sary for operating the shock tube were carried out from

this console. Facilities existed for two gas supply lines

to be used in conjunction with each other for application

where two different gases were employed in the driver and

driven tube sections.
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where two different gases were employed in the driver and 

driven tube sections. 
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Pressure gauges on the control panel were provided

for monitoring the static conditions in all the tube sec

tions prior to operation.

Air was used exclusively in this project and was sup

plied from a compressed air bottle.

The Test Section

The construction of the test section made for this

project is shown in Figure 3.7. The test section was made

so that it could be mounted at any position in the driven

tube between the interchangeable sections.

Perspex was used for the windows instead of glass, due

to the difficulties of cutting the latter to the close tole-

rances required. Sealing was effected with '0' rings and

polyuretnane cord as shown in Figure 3.7.

The test section was tested hydraulically and the def

lections measured at the centre of the perspex windows. The

test was performed for pressures up to 150 lb/in
2,

the def

lection at this pressure being 0,015". The design calcula

tions are included in Appendix A.

To prevent any light reflection interfering with the

optical system the floor and ceiling of the test section were
\

painted matt black.

Figure 3.8 is a photograph of the test section mounted

on the end of the driven tube.

"'"............
''''''......
':':::

",

FIGURE 3,8 Test section In position
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3.2 SHOCK TUBE MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Measurements in shock tube work involve determination
•

of the static conditions before operation and of the tran-

sient conditions during the operation.

The initial static measurements required were the

pressures in the various sections of the shock tube as well

as the atmospheric conditions at the time of the test. These

measurements were read from the control panel and from

barometers and thermometers in the laboratory.

The only transient measurements made were pressure

measurements in the driven tube. Due to the extremely

short times available for making these measurements, severe

.requirements are placed on instrumentation. Reference (J6) ..

carries a comprehensive survey of shock tube measuring

techniques and give the requirements for measuring instru

ments, these are summarized below:

1. Good Frequency response.
2. High sensitivity and a large operating range.
3. Accuracy.
4. Shape and size - must not interfere with flow.
5. Linearity.
6. Calibration - if' possible dynamic.
7. Stability and reproduceability.
8. Mechanical strength to withstand dynamic loads.

Piezoelectric pressure transducers were used to measure

the pressures. These tranducers utilize the piezo-electric

effect whereby a change in pressure applied to a piezo

active crystal generates a proportionate electrical charge

over certain crystal faces (36). The piezo-electric trans

ducers fulfill the stipulated requirements given above.

The transducers employed in this program.were Kistler

Type 701A. The transducer signals were amplified with Kis

tler Model 568 Universal Electrostatic charge amplifiers

and the signals were displayed and recorded on a Techtronix
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Storage Oscilloscope Type 564. The transducers had opera

ting range of 0 to 3500 lb/in
2

and a resolution of 0,05

lb/in
2,

sensitivity was 5;5 pC/lb/in
2

and the natural

frequency 6,5 Kc.

The tranrlucers were mounted in special mounting blocks

at different positions along the tube. Figure 3.9 is a

diagram of the actual construction used for mounting the

transducers. Two transducers were employed the first one

to trigger the time base of the oscilloscope and the second

to measure the pressure rise across the shock front. The

-velocity of propagation of the shock front could also be

estimated from the oscillographs since the distances bet

ween the transducers could be measured.

Due to the fact that upon rupture of the diaphragms a

stress wave propagates in the walls of the driven tube,

the trigger level of the oscilloscope had to be set in

such a way that this stress wave did not lead to premature

triggering. In addition the "ringing" of' the shock tube

walls due to this wave can adversly distort the transducer

reading. It was fourid however that with the oscilloscope

set on low band-width, to attenuate out high frequency

¢omponents that this effect was minimized and the shock

front overpressure could be accurately established from

the oscilLographs.

teflon
washers

sleeve

o
I

Inches

tube wall

FIGURE 3·9 Transducer mounting
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3.3 NODEL FOR DETERMINATION OF THE LOADING CYCLE

A model was constructed in order to determine the

loading cycle produced by shock front impacts. The cons

truction of the model is shown in Figure 3.10. Measure

ments of the pressure-time history were obtained by moni

toring the pressure on the centre of the front face of the

model using a Kistler Type 70lA transducer. The signal

was fed via a Kistler charge amplifier onto the screen of

the storage oscilloscope. The transducer was mounted in

a sleeve of the same type as those used for the shock tube

wall mountings. No _special provision was made to isolate

the transducer from the model to damp out vibration al

though the two teflon washers on the transducer and the

sleeve did provide a certain amount of isolation. Brass

was chosen as the material for the model since it provides

better damping than steel i.e. is not as susceptible to

"ringing". The model was mounted from the end plate of the

shock tube test section as shown in Figure 3.10.

012
I II

Inches
wall of test section

shock tube end
plate

FIGURE 3·10 Model for measuring loading cycles
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3.4 THE PHOTOELASTIC MOpEL

Model Material and Properties

The photoelastic model was made out of Hysol 4485

which is a low modulus ( E static = 500 Ib/in
2)

urethane

rubber manufactured by the Hysol Corporation of New York.

The choice of a low modulus material was made so that the

loading pressures required to give a reasonable number of

fringes (6 or 7) was kept within the operating range of

the shock tube and test section. Due to the low modulus

of the material the velocity of propagation of stress waves

was only of the order of 350 ft/s. This permitted general

ly less sophisticated photographic methods to be employed

to record dynamic stress patterns than the more convention

al rigid photoelastic materials i.e. requirements of films
•

and light sources were not as severe as for the latter.

In addition, as a result of this low velocity of stress

wave propagation, the time for one stress cycle at the

resonant frequency was relatively long compared with the

load cycle duration obtainable using the shock tube. This

meant that studies could be made of stress waves where the

whole wave profile could be examined, as opposed to quasi

static studies where only the wave front could be examined,

(see Chapter 1 Section 2).

Urethane rubber has been widely used in dynamic photo-

elastic studies (11), (12), (13)., (43). It is reasonably

easy to machine, does not exhibit any measurable time edge

stresses and is not susceptible to viscous flow at room

temperatures (43).

Hysol has Uwdisadvantages over conventional photo

elastic materials, firstly, due to its flexibility models

have to be supported and secondly, it exhibits qUite a

marked degree of viscoelasticity. Dally et al (12) found

that for stress levels up to 20 Ib/in
2

and strain rates of

up to 65 in/in/s the specific energy loss ranged from 8 to
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12 per cent. This means that the material will dissipate

some 8 to 12 per cent of the energy.from the stress wave

as it propagates through the model.

No facilities existed for obtaining the dynamic pro

perties of the Hysol and since the material was obtained

in standard sheets from the manufacturer, the author used

the properties determined by Dally et al. (12). Figures

3.11 and 3.12 have been obtained from thi~ reference and

depict the Young's modulus E " and the stress and strain

fringe values fa- and f-=:. for different strain rates.

Poisson's ratio for Hysol has been found to be independent

of the rate of loading.

The values used for Poissons' s ratio \I I and density f'''
were obtained from reference (12).

)} = 0,46

~ = 0,000103 lb. s2/in~
Preparation of Model

The models used in the tests were made out of standard

lIysol sheet 0,25" x 12" x 12"." The models were rough cut

on a band saw using a very high cutting speed (5000 ft/m).

Various attempts to use freezing techniques (42), for the

final machining with a milling machine proved to be unsuc

cessful due to the low cutting speed. A routing machine

would have probably been more successful. The method

finally used was to sandwich the rough cut model between

two pieces of 0,25" thick masonite using double sided

masking tape. This was then brought down to size on a

sanding disc. The method was easy to use, gave a very

good edge finish and the model could be finished to accep-

table tolereances. Although most of the models were rec-

tangular in shape the same method was used for other geo

metries such as stepped and tapered profiles. The material

could. be drilled qUite easily provided that it was sand

wiched between the two pieces of masonite although a cer

tain amount of "chipping" occurred if this was not done

carefully. Drilling had to be performed at high speeds,
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with a fast feed to avoid heat build up which produced

distortion and local melting.

~10del Mounting

The models were mounted and supported in a specially

constructed housing. This method of mounting had a two

fold purpose:

•
(a) Due to the flexibility of the model the

housing gave support to the model.

(b) As the stress wave velocity in the model
was roughly one quarter of the shock wave
speed in the shock tube, the housing effec
tively isolated the model's side faces and
edges from the effects of the gas dynamic
shock wave.

The construction of the housing is shown in Figure

3.13. The Frame was made out of brass and the two side

windows were 0,25" perspex. The whole assembly was moun

ted in the shock tube by means of a special m~unting block

which bolted onto the end plate of the shock tube as de

picted in Figure 3.13. The mounting block was designed

as a sliding fit into the end flange of the test section

so that the model was correctly aligned once fitted into

the test section. The alignment condition being assured

by the model being parallel to shock tube axis and the

front face of the model normal to the tube axis. Two sheets

of circular polaroid HNCP 37 were sandwiched between the

model and the perspex sides of the model. Clearance was

left between the model and polaroid to prevent any inte

raction between the two.

The polaroid sheets were mounted inside the perspex

sides· of the model housing so that any dynamic stress

patterns set up in the perspex, which is also birefringent,

were not resolved.

Some interaction between the brass frame and the model

was encountered during initial tests due to the impedence
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mismatch, i.e. due to the different wave velocities in the

Hysol and Brass the effect of contact was the same as occurs

in layered media giving rise to head waves etc •• This was

overcome by placing thin strips of foam rubber 0,0625" thick

between the brass frame and the model so that the model was

effectively supported on foam rubber. In addition a thin

sheet of latex rubber was placed over the front face of the

model housing to prevent air entering the housing. The la

tex sheet was held in place by a steel clamping plate which

had a hole cut into it of the dimensions of the front face

of the model. This plate also prevented deflection of the

latex sheet at the-location of the foam rubber, in order

to prevent stresses being set up in the corners of the

model due to this deflection, which was encountered in

early tests.

The length of the model was restricted to 6", as this

was the field diameter available with the optical set up

employed.

Figure 3.14 is a photograph of the model housing show

ing the clamping plate on the front face.

Mounting block--.

Clamping
plate-.

\
FIGURE 3·14 Model housing
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:3.5 OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT'

General Requirements of the Optical System

The objective of the optical recording system was

to obtain a sequenced series of well defined photographs

of the isochromatic fringe patterns which represent the

propagation of stress waves during a dynamic event.

The characteristics which determine the suitability

of a high speed recording system to, dynamic photoelasti

citY,as dealt with in Dally et al. (5),are:

(i) , Framing rate- this is governed by the duration
desired'between two successive photographs,
this is determined by the speed at which the
stress wave propagates through the material
being studied.

(ii) Resolution and Exposure- the resolution of the
dynamic fringe pattern is directly determined
by the exposure time t c and the fringe
velocity V;. The fringe movementv dur-Lng the
exposure period is approximated by

To minimize the fringe movement, to prevent
blurring of the photograph, the exposure time
must be as short as possible, however, the
exposure' time must also be long enough to give
proper exposure of the film so a comprimise

'must be reached. In addition as only about 1
per cent of the light intensity is actually
transmitted to the film plane the rest being
absorbed by the optical elements, an extremely
intense light source must be used.

(iii) Synchronization- most high speed camera systems
employ short duration light sources so as to
obtain the high intensity light required. It
is thus important that the light sources shoulo
be properly synchronized, and the time duration
between flashes known, to allow computation of
stress wave velocities.

(iv) The size of Field and Recording image- The
overall field size of the dynamic polariscope
must be large enough to give fUll field cove-
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rage of the model to be studied. The image
size on the film plane must also be suffi
ciently large to enable reasonable enlarge
ments to be made for analysis of the fringe
patterns.

The camera system used in this research program was

a Cranz-Schardin type multiple flash camera, the camera

employed four Xenon flash tubes triggered by an electronic

timing arrangement to give proper synchronization of the

flashes. The electronic side of the camera was designed

and constructed by Mr. Fred Thomas of the National Institute

of Defence·Research•

. The photographic recording apparatus constituted

two ·systems; the electronic timing system and the optical

system.

Electronic System

The function of the electronic system was to trigger

the light sources at preset intervals in order to photo

graph the dynamic fringe patterns during the dynamic cycle.

The basic arrangement of the electronic synchronization

system is depicted in Figure 3.15 in block diagram form.

The mode of operation of the timer will be summarized:

A trigger signal fed into the multivibrater trigger circuit,

the timing source in the circuit was a IMc/s crystal con

trolled oscillator, which was maintained at a constant tem

perature of 75°C in a small oven to· ensure an accuracy of

one part in a million. The output from this oscillator

was fed via logic circuits into a series of decade coun

ters which fed through more gating circuits to give an

output signal to trigger the Xenon flash tubes, when they

reached the preset counts. The timer had provision for

16 outputs although only 4 were used in this· study. The

counts for each output could be varied by means of thumb

nail switches within a range of 1 ~o 9999 microseconds at

1 microsecond intervals. To ensure that only one output

signal was delivered by each output during a test the out-
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pu~were fed into latching circuits. The counter was

manually reset by means of a reset button on the front

panel. The outputs from the counter were fed into pulse

transformers which triggered the Xenon flash tubes.

The Xenon flash tubes were the type employed in the

General Radio Company Strobotic Electronic Stroboscopes

and the pulse transformers were built up on the same basic

circuitry. There were three settings for the output of

the flash tubes; Short duration low intensity, medium

duration medium intensity and long duration high intensity

the durations being 0,8; 1,2 and 3 microseconds respectively,

The electronic timer was triggered by a signal from

a transducer mounted upstream of the model. The signal

from the transducer was fed via the charge amplifier to

a switching circuit which emitted a 5v signal on receiving

/a signal of over 0,5v from the charge amplifier•. The 5v

signal in turn triggered the timer. Figure 3.16 is a

diagram of the switching circuit, .

Note: A new trigger system specially designed by

Mr. Fred Thomas of the National Institute of Defence Re

search was unfortunately completed to late for use during

the major part of this project. It will, nevertheless be

invaluable in any future work.

The triaF.er ba"icnlly comprises an up-down counLor.

Two input sianals are required for .the triaC"er, the first

to start the counter on its upward count and the second to

reverse the count or stop the counter from counting up and

begin counting down. On reaching zero count the trigger

system emits a signal which triggers the camera timer.

Thus, for this project, if the shock front is travelling

with a constant velocity and two transducers mounted up

stream of the model are used to prOVide the input signals

for the trigger, the camera may be triggered to take photo

graphs at the instant the shock front impacts' the model by

ensuring the the distance between the first and second
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pu~were fed into latching circuits. The counter was 

manually reset by means of a reset button on the front 

panel. The outputs from the counter were fed into pulse 
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system emits a signal which triggers the camera timer. 

Thus, for this project, if the shock front is travelling 

with a constant velocity and two transducers mounted up 

stream of the model are used to provide the input signals 

for the trigger, the camera may be triggered to take photo

graphs at the instant the shock front impacts' the model by 

ensuring the the distance between the first and second 
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transducer is the same as that between second transducer

and the front face of the mode~, see Figure 3.~7.

In addition the trigger unit incorporates a digita~

disp~ay which gives the time interva~, in microseconds, be

tween the two input signa~s. This means that the ve~ocity

.of' the shock front may be computed to great accuracy, as

the distance between the two transducers may be measured.

In addition the reproduceability of runs may be accurate~y

checked from the variation in the shock front velocity in

repeated tests. Figure 3.~7 depicts the princip~e of

operation of the trigger.

The Optica~ Bench

The optical system had three functions, namely: Pola

rization, image separation and magnification. Figure 3.18

depicts the layout of the system.

The light fie~d po~ariscope was incorporated in the

model housing as described earlier.

Each Xenon flash tube was focused by means of the field

lens onto one of the four camera lenses. All the optica~

components were mounted in such a way as to permit adjust

ment, the stands for all the components were mounted on

a Common rail to allow for altering the distanpes between

the components. In-addition all the stands had provision

for height adjustment. The flash tubes were mounted as

shown in Figure 3.19. They were fitted with small ref~ectors

to make the light source as near to a point source as pos

sib~e. The position of each flash tube was adjustab~e.

The camera itse~f was constructed as shown in Figure

3.20 and the camera back was made to fit a 4" by 5" plate

film holder. The four camera lenses used were Rodenstock

Ysaron 105 mm. Enlarger ~enses (f4.5), special ~ens ho~ders

were made to al~ow for individual focusing. In addition

the whole camera back was made moveable for additional

focusing.

Note: The use of en~arger ~enses for this sort of
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transducer is the same as that between second transducer 

and the front face of the mode~, see Figure }.17. 
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photography is recommended in a technical publication.on

macrophotography (44). Normal camera lenses are designed

for projecting "distant" three dimensional object fields

onto a "close" two dimensional image plane. Enlarger

lenses on the other hand\are designed for projecting from

a flat object plane onto a flat image plane and the normal

working distances of enlarger lenses are similar to the

requirements of the optical system used in this study. The

choice of <;nlarger lenses for the camera was also governed

by the cost and in addition the overall diameter of these

lenses were small enough to enable mounting the lenses in

a close array. This permitted the use of a 4" x 5~' film

to be used and the camera was kept reasonably compact.

The camera was made "lighli-tight" by using black felt

on the sliding interface between the camera front and back.

and on the "seating" of the film plates, as shown in Figure

3.20.

The whole optical system was enclosed in a box made

out of cardboard as shown in the photograph in,Figure 3.21

The purpose of: this "light-box" was to cut out stray light

so that tests could be conducted in daylight.

Figure 3.18 shows the relative positions of the opti

cal elements. The calculated positions are given in Ap

pendix B, and served as a preliminary guide to the design

of the camera, flash lamp array and the optical bench. The

final positions of the optical elements,shown in Figure

3.18,were found to give the best results.
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(

FIGURE 3·21 Optical bench with and without light-box in position
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FIGURE 3·21 Optical bench with and without light-box in position 
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•

CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIHENTAL PROCEDURE

•
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4.1 StiOCK TUBE TESTS

Shock Tube Operating Procedure

The following procedure was adopted for operating the

shock tube:

1. The diaphragms were fitted into the diaphragm section.
Care was taken to ensure that the scribed faces of
the diaphragms were on the downstream si~e of the
tube and that the scribe lines were diagonally across
the corners of the driven tube section.' 'The bolts
on the diaphragm section flanges were fully tightened
to ensure effective sealing.

2. The time base and'vertical gain of the oscil16scope
and the outputs of the charge amplifiers were set for
the desired range.

J. The trigger level of the oscilLDscope was set to enable
initiating the time base sweep from the trigger signal
delivered by the charge amplifier. Note: This was
achieved by "tapping" the transducer diaphragm whilst
adjusting the trigger sensitivity of the oscillascope
until the correct trigger level was attained.

4. The transducers were fitted at the desired positions
in the driven tube. C~re had to be e~ercised to
ensure that the slits in the transducer mounting
sleeves were perpendicular to the shock tube axis and
that the clamping nuts holding the transducers in
position were tight.

5. Prior to operating the shock tube the charge amplifiers
were grounded, the oscilliscope storage screen acti
vated and the oscilliscope set to single sweep.

6., The atmosphere vent valve on the control panel was
closed and the driver and diaphragm sections pressu
rized.

7. The tube was operated by actuating the solenoid con
trolled pressure release valve on the diaphragm sec
tion charging line.

8. Finally the vent valve on the control panel was opened
to release the pressure in the shock tube and the
various test measurements recorded.

•
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Accuracy of Measurements

Three sets of measurements were made for each test run

these involved:

(a) Ambient conditions at the time of the tests.
(b) Control conditions just"prior to operation.
(c) Test conditions in the driven tub~.

(a) The ambient measurements made at the time of

the test were the pressure and the temperature in the lab

oratory. These values were obtained from thermometers and

barometers in the laboratory. The temper~ture could be

read to within O,SoF based on which the accuracy of determi

ning the acoustic speed was within 0,5% of the true value.

The pressure was read on a vernier scale to an accuracy of

0,01" mescury thus the error possible in taking this measure

ment was less than 0,1%.

The control condition prior to operating the

shock tube was the measurement of the driver pressure.

This was read from the driver pressure gauge on the control

panel. The range of the pressure gauge was 0 to 1000 lb/in
2

graduated in steps of 20 lb/in
2•

The accuracy of the gauge ..

was tested using a hydraulic pressure gauge tester.

To minimize errors in reading the pressure for the

shock tube performance tests the driver pressures were

varied in steps of 20 lb/in
2•

This entailed pressurizing

the driver section such that the gauge needle always fell

on one of the graduations on the pressure gauge scale.

The error thus incurred in.reading the driver pressure

depended on the thickness of the graduations which repre

sented about 2 lb/in
2•

Based on this value the estimated

maximum error possible in determining the driver pressure

ratio P~l was ! 2% at the lowest driver pressure used.

Note: No temperature measurements were made in the driver

section prior to operating the shock tube. As the driver
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section was pressurized relatively slowly it was felt that

the final temperature in this section would be the same as

the ambient temperature.

(c) The test conditions measured in the driven

tube were the pressure rise across the shock front and the

time delay between successive transducer stations. The

accuracy of these measurements was dependent on the s~ttings

of the vertical gain and the time base of the oscilloscope.

In most instances the largest vertical gain that would fit

on the oscilloscope screen was used for accurate determi

nation of the shock overpressure. For the lowest driver

pressures the gain was set to 5 Ib/in
2/cm.

This allowed

the shock overpressures to be read to within 0.5 Ib/in2 of

the true value. which represented half of the smallest

graduation on the oscilloscope screen. see Figure 4.1. The

estimated error in computing the shock strength P~I from

the measured value of the shock overpressure was around

+ 2%•

••••••••••

• .~I'·Jllrt·•
••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• • •••

FIGURE 4.1 Typical oscillograph Vert. gain: 5lb/irf"/div
Time base: 0,5 ms/div
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section was pressurized relatively slowly it was felt that 

the final temperature in this section would be the same as 

the ambient temperature. 

(c) The test conditions measured in the driven 

tube were the pressure rise across the shock front and the 

time delay between successive transducer stations. The 

accuracy of these measurement s was dependent on the se,ttings 

of the vertical gain and the time base of the oscilloscope. 

In most instances the largest vertical gain that would fit 

on the oscilloscope screen was used for accurate determi

nation of the shock overpressure. For the lowest driver 
. 2 

pressures the gain was set to 5 Ib/1n /cm. This allowed 

the shock overpressures to be read to within 0,5 lb/in2 of 

the true value, which represented half of the smallest 

graduation on the oscilloscope screen, see Figure 4.1. The 

estimated error in computing the shock strength P21 from 

the measured value of the shock overpressure was around 

!: 2%. 

T 

FIGURE 4.1 Typical oscillograph Vert. gain: 5 Ibli rl'/div 
Time base: 0,5 ms/div 
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Measurements of the time duration between two succes-

sive transducer stations allowed computation of the Mach

number of the shock front. The accuracy of these measure

ments depended on the time base setting. For the time

base set at 0,5 ms/cm, the accuracy of the time measurement

was within 0,2 ms of the correct value. For the shortest

distance between transducer stations the error incurred in

computing the velocity was around 8%. see Figure 4.1.

Thus the accuracy of the measurements made for evalu

ating the shock tube performance were. with the exception

of the velocity measurements. within acceptable limits.

Diaphragm Tests

The objectives of the diaphragm tests were. firstly,

to determine the bursting pressures of diaphragms scribed

at different loads. and secondlY,to evaluate the reliabi

lity of these bursting pressures for repeated tests.

Five diaphragms were tested for each scribing load.

Only the scribing load and the bursting pressure were re

cord~d for each test.

A single diaphragm was fitted into the diaphragm sec

tion and the driver chamber was pressurized until the

diaphragm ruptured. The bursting pressure was recorded

from the position of the driver pre~sure gauge needle

fOllower.

Tilo resul t s of' t ho s o t o s ts are shown in Ficuro 11.2

",hicll is a plot of d Laphr-agui burstinc; pressure ac;ainst

scribing load. The reliable range of diaphragms was found

to be those scribed at loads ranging from 15 to 40 Lb s ,

The range of bursting pressures for these loads being from

60 to 120 lb/in
2•

It was found that diaphragms scribed at loads less

than 15 Ib did not give reliable bursting pressures whilst

those scribed at loads above 40 Ibs frequently failed to
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to be tb ose scribed at loads ranging from 15 to 40 1bs. 

The range of bursting pressures for these loads being from 
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• 

It was found that diaphragms scribed at loads less 

than 15 lb did not give reliable bursting pressures whilst 

those scribed at loads above 40 lbs frequently failed to 
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ope~ fully, tending to split partially along the scribed lines.

The bursting pressure also varied if the diaphragm scribe

lines were not placed diagonally across the corners of the

driven section to ensure clean opening.

Shock' Tube Performance Tests

The objective of the shock tube performance tests was

to evaluate the performance for comparison with the theo

retically evaluated one.

The theoretical performance relating the shock strength

Pal to the driver pressure ratio P4' was obtained from

equation 2.12. The equivalence factor' '3 used f.or evalua

ting the shock tube performance in terms of a simple

constant area tube was obtained by interpolation from graphs

given in reference (37), see Appendix C. On substitution

•

of the known parameters, equation 2.12 reduced to;

[ J \ 'J-7

Fl, = t~~ 1- (P..,-I) 44-,75 Pa, .... 7,45

from which the" theoretical performance was obtained.

The performance tests followed the test procedure out

lined earlier for driver pressures ranging from 80 to 200

lb/in
2•

Measurements of the shock overpressures were made

at different stations in the driven tube. For each run

the shock overpressure was obtained at two positions in

the driven tube.

The results of these performance tests are included

in Section 1 of Chapter 5 •
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4.2 DETERMINATION OF LOADING CYCLES

Measurement of Reflected Shock Pressures

Tests were conducted to measure the peak reflected

pressure ratio PSI for comparison with theoretical value.

The theoretical values were obtained from Equation 2.13

which was simplified by substituting the known parameters,

(se~ Appendix D) to:

PSI = ['8 POLl - tl p,,-,
6+Pz..J

Measurements of the reflected shock pressure were

obtained ~y monitoring the pressure on the front face of

the loading model described in Section 3 of Chapter 3. In

these- tests two measurements were made, firstly, the shock

over pressure of the incident shock front from the signal

of the transducer used to trigger the oscilloscope and,

secondlY,the pressure recorded by the transducer mounted

in the front face of the loading model.

Load cycle measurements were also made with a I" thick

piece of Hysol attached to the front of the model with a

0,0625" hole drilled through from the front face to the

transducer tapping point. The purpose of this test was

to determine the effect of shock reflection from an elastic

surface on,the peak reflected pressure, and,the rise time

of this pressure.

The results of these tests are shown in Figure 5.q

in Chapter 5.

Tests on Effects of Driver Chamber Length on Loading Cycles

These tests served as a preliminary guide to a future

project in which a variable length driver chamber will be

used to simulate different loading cycles. The theory re

lated to the effects of the driver chamber length on the

duration of the loading pressure has been dealt with in

Section 5 of Chapter 2.

In order to evaluate the effect of the driver length
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the driver chamber was blanked off with a solid wooden

cylinder such that three different lengths could be emp

loyed for comparison, namely the full length of 4 ft, half

the full length 2 ft, and a very short section of 8 in.

Measurements were made of the duration of the constant

pressure behind the shock from the oscillographs, at dif

ferent positions downstream of the diaphragm section.

The results of these tests are given in Chapter 5.
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4.3 RECORDING OF DYNA}lIC STRESSES

Initial Assembly of the Apparatus

Before any of the experimental tests were performed

the model had to be correctly mounted in the test section

and the optical system assembled.

The method of mounting the model has been dealt with

in Section 4 of Chapter 3. With the system of mounting

used the only aspect which had to be considered was the

alignment of the model housing on the brass mounting block.

This operation was performed on a flat table where the

alignment of the front face of the model was adjusted

using a square.

The models were prepared as detailed earlier. Lines

were drawn on the model at 1" intervals along its length.

The vurpose of these lines was firstly, to enable accurate

focusing of the optical system and secondly, to provide

reference distances for determination of fringe positions.

Setting up·of the optical system involve~ positioning

the light sources, the field lens and the camera, for op

timum focussing on the screen of the camera.

The relative positions of the optical elements were

set according to the calculated positions which are sum

marized in the relevent part of the apparatus section.

Final positioning and focusing was then undertaken.

To enable focusing of the optical system a continuous

light source was required, this was achieved by setting

the Xenon flash tubes on continuous run using an oscilla

ting signal from a signal generator set at 300 cis with

amplitude: 2V as a trigger.

The light box could not be used for setting up because

the optical elements had to be accessible, and this was

carried out at night. Once the correct positions had been

established the optical elements were all clamped and needed

no further attention during the test program.
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The Test·Procedure

The procedure for operating the shock tube has been

dealt with in Section 1 of this chapter. Once all the

apparatus had been set up, the only additional operation

for performing the test was setting the time delays for

the light sources and loading the camera with film. The

camera could be loaded with the film plates with the light

box in position.

The delay times for the flash tubes were set on the

timer which was triggered externally by a signal from a

transducer mounted 2' J" upstream of the model. Once all

the recording apparatus had been set the driver section

was pressurized. Just prior to operating the tube, the

film was prepared for exposure by removing the envelope or

cover plate of the film holder. (Note: as an extra

precaution against stray light a black cloth was hung over

the camera end of the light box).

These tests were performed for various delays and

with different model geometries. Details of ~oading

pressures, delay times and films used, are included on

the photographs contained in this report.

Details of Photographic Technique

The procedure used far obtaining photographs. has been

dealt with. Three different films were used for comparison

purposes in order t'o find the most suitable, these were:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Polaroid Type 55P/N
Kodak Contrast Process Ortho
Kodak Tri-X

55ASA
50ASA

400ASA

The requirements placed on films used for high speed

applications such as thlfl aro s ovor e , Tho basic rO(llIi1'o

mcnts were for a film with'high contrast, fine grain and

and a high resolution speed. In addition the film had to

be sensitive to the light output of the Xenon flash tube.

The light output of the Xenon Flash tubes was obtained
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from a handbook supplied with the tubes (45), see Figure 4.3

The peak light energy of the flash tubes occurs at a wave

length of around 5000
0A

which is in the blue-green phase.
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LIGHT WAVELENGTH Angstrom units:

FIGURE 4·3 Spectral-output of Xenon flash tubes (45).

Resolution of the higher fringe orders in photoelastic

work relies in particular, on the light output being mono

chromatic. Thus it was necessary to use a light filter with

a peak transmittance at the wavelength corresponding to

the peak light energy of the light source. The optimum

light filter for use in photoelastic work is a narrow band

filter which in this case would transmit maximum light at
o

wavelengths of around 5000 A. Unfortunately most light

filters available were for transmission at wavelengths

around 5400o
A. Several different filters were tried to

find the best combination. Most of the narrow band filters
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Resolution of the higher fringe orders in photoelastic 

work relies in particular, on the light output being mono

chromatic. Thus it was necessary to use a light filter with 

a peak transmittance at the wavelength eorrespondine to 

the peak light enerey of the light source. The optimum 

light filter for use in photoelastic work is a narrow band 

filter which in this case would transmit maximum light at 
o 

wavelengths of around 5000 A. Unfortunately most light 

filters available were for transmission at wavelengths 
. I.. 0 

around 5~00 A. Several different filters were tried to 

find the best combination. Most of the narrow band filters 
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tested absorbed a lot of light (up to 80%) and there was

not enough light to properly expose the film. A compri-

mise was made and a Kodak Wratten type 61 filter was used.

This was not a narrow band filter and peak transmission of

the filter was around 52000 A at which the transmitted light

intensity was around 40%. Resolution of the fringes up to

a fringe order of about 7 was acceptable.

All three types of films tried produced acceptable

photographs in that the fringe patterns were sharp enough

for accurate determination of their positions.

The Tri-X did not generally give very good contrast

although the positions of the fringes could be interpreted

from the blackest portion of the fringe with good accuracy.

As the Tri-X had to be developed in complete darkness it

was difficult to use over and under developing techniques

to improve on the quality of the photographs.

'The Contrast Process Ortho which was a relatively slow

film gave excellent contrast although it was extremely sen

sitive to any non-uniformity in the density o~ the light

field. In addition it was difficult to pinpoint exact

fringe positions as the fringes appeared uniformly black in

the photographs. However as the film could be developed

with a sru'o ligllt ami could t hus b o Lnxpo c t od duriul: tho

dnvl'lopmnlli. pl'OCOSS, it '\.Id·allow ovor Hll,1 undo r- duvolo

pint.: technique,,; to \)e u::;cd to improve OIl the quality 01' the

negative.

Polaroid yeilded much the same characteristics as the

Tri-X. As the type. used gave both a negative and a positive

and could be developed immediately it was used widely in

the development stages of the technique being investigated.

It allowed for inspection of the stress patterns during

tests which meant that tests could be repeated using diffe-

rent delay times to increase information where this was

warranted. The negatives gave acceptable enlargements for

interpreting the fringe patterns.
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With the Tri-X the light intensity of the Xenon tubes

was pet for medium range whilst with the two slower films,

the Polaroid and the Contrast Process Ortho, the Xenon

flash tubes were set for the highest light output. Several

attempts to pre-expose the films by manually triggering the

light sources, prior to the tests being conducted, in order

to increase the contrast,failed to yield any significant

improvements.

A selection of fringe photographs taken during the

course of this investigation are included in Chapter 5.

Some of the photographs have dark "smudges" on them, these

have regrettably been accentuated by the high contrast

copy film used in making the reproductions for this report.

It was found during the course of this research project

that the outputs of the Xenon flash tubes varied to some

extent and the light intensity was not always uniform on

the film plane. The pulse transformers for triggering the

Xenon flash tubes were built up by Mr. Fr~d Thomas of the

National Institute for Defence Research for u~e whilst he

develops spark gaps which will eventually be incorporated

into the optical system. As a result the pulse transformers

were built up with cost in mind and the components did not

have the reliability of more costly components. The varia

tion in the light output which caused the dark patches on

the photographs is thus attributed to the pulse transformens.

Nevertheless the photographs show the fringe patterns with

sufficient clarity for interpretation for the purposes of

this investigation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DIS C U S S ION
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5.1 THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SHOCK TUBE

Fi~re 5.1 is a eraph of the sho ck s t r eng tn , P2.1 as

uio n s u r-o d a L d Lf'J'c r-cn t p os LLions in the driven tube. for

various driver pressure ratios P4 1 • The graph clearly in

dicates that the observed shock strengths differed from the

theoretical values in two respects:

(i) The measured shock strength was less than
the theoretical one for any given driver
pressure.

(ii) The shock strength, for any given driver
pressure, diminished as the shock front pro
pagated along the driven tube.

Although no detailed study of these aspects was made,

the performance of the shock tube will be examined in the

light of existing theories related to shock tube deviations.

There are a vast number of publications dealing with these

deviations, which are loosely termed "shock tube attenua

tion". see for instance Emrich and Curtis (46)y Glass and

Martin (47) and the review of theoretical treatments by

Spence and Woods (48).
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The total attenuation in a shock tube is composed of

two phases, as depicted in Figure 5.2

(a) The formation decrement is the loss of shock

strength which occurs during the shock formation process.

It has been found that associated with each shock wave

there is a characteristic length =c. over which the shock

wave forms, accelerates, and achieves a maximum velocity.

The actual value of this decrement is the difference between

the theoretical shock strength and the maximum shock strength

observed for any given driver pressure.

The formation decrement is generally attributed to

viscous action during the shock formation. The theory of

shock tube performance presupposes the instantaneous re

moval of the diaphragm, however there is in fact a finite

time during which the diaphragm opens. The shock is thus

not instantaneously developed but follows the analogy of

Becker's Model if the diaphragm opening time is, represented

by the acceleration of the piston to uniform velocity. The

finite opening time of the diaphragm thus gives rise to a

number of pressure pulses which will take a certain time

to coalesce into a stable shock front. This effect has

been investigated by White (49) who found that the diaphragm

opening time was consistent with observations of the shock

formation distance.

The formation distance varies with' the shock strength,

for most purposes it is taken to be around 8 to 12 diameters

of the driven tube. The shock strength measurements obtained

at a position 2,5 ft downstream of the diaphragm section,

corresponding to roughly 10 diameters of the driven tube,

were taken to indicate the shock formation decrement.

The formation decrement for driver pressure ratios

P~l =1); 10 and 7 were computed to be 2,6%; ),2% and ),7%

of the respective theoretical shock strengths. The loss of

shock strength in the formation process thus increased

with decreasing driver pressure ratios.
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shock strength in the formation process thus increased 

with decreasing driver pressure ratios. 
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The most likely explanation for the observed phenomenc..

is the energy dissipated in rupturing the diaphragms. The

metallic diaphragms used were relatively "stiff" and energy

would thus be dissipated both in breaking the diaphragm

and accelerating the four petals outwards. On this basis

the diaphragm inertia would be expected to be proportiona

tely more significant in terms of the available energy at

the lower driver pressures than the higher ~nes. This would

account for the observed decrease in the measured formation

decrement at the higher driver pressure ratios.

Further to this is the fact that just prior to rupture,

the diaphragm is deformed into an essentially curved surface

and on rupturing a thr~e dimensional effect is introduced

in the form of shock wave reflections arising f~om shock

curvature. Energy will thus also be lost in the process of

forming a plane shock.

In addition to the above, with the method of diaphragm

rupture employed,the rupture of the second diaphragm on

impact of the high pressure driver gas undoubt~bly led to

reflections. These reflect~ons could also have tended to

further dissipate ener~ from the forming shock front.

Note: The change in geometry from round to square could

also have contributed to the observed formation decrement.

(b) The distance attenuation of the shock strength

is the loss which occurs as the shock front propagates down

the tube.

Distance attenuation is generally attributed to boun

dary layer build-up behind the shock front. The boundary

layer build-up diminishes the induced mass flow behind the

shock front and as a result reduces the shock strength. The

presen~e of the boundary layer is due to the loss of heat

to the walls of the tube by conduction and the loss of

momentum due to friction at the walls. Once again short

falls in the theoretical evaluation of shock tube perform-
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ance arise out of the assumption of inviscid adiabatic flow.

A further cause of distance attenuation is the chain of

transverse shocks, produced by reflections from wall sur

face irregularities, which trail the propagating shock front.

The effect of surface finish on shock tube performance has

been investigated by Duff (50). Using various grades of

sand paper attached to the walls of a shock tube, he ob

served that the curvature of the shock front increased by

an amount which depended on the roughness of the wall, the

shock strength, and the distance the shock had travelled.

Based on this he suggested that the mechanism of distance

attenuation involved-diffraction at the wall particles

rather than simple viscous effects.

Many proposals have been put forward on the mechanism

of shock wave attenuation but as yet no single unifying

theory has been evolved.

Figure 5.3 depicts the shock strength PL' as measured

at different positions in the driven tube, for various

driver pressures. For driver pressure ratios'P4\ = 13 ;

10 and 7 the observed attenuation of the shock strength

in terms of distance travelled was found to be 0,9%/ft

0,8%/ft.and O,6%/ft.respectively. The fact that the atte-

nuation increased with increasing shock strengths is in

agreement with most theories and observations although the

value of this attenuation is somewhat higher than most.

For example, the distance attenuation in terms of shock

Mach number Ms = 1,5 was of the order of 0,4%/ft which

is_higher than found by Walters (51), who for the same

Mach number. measured the attenuation to be O,15%/ft.

The most likely reason for the higher values observed

in this shock tube was the adverse tube finish giving rise

to transverse shocks which coupled with boundary layer build

up attenuated the shock front.
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FIGURE 5·3 Shock strength vs. distance travelled for various
driver pressures

The discussion given has been to highlight some of

. the deviations observed in the shock tube performance tests

and to explore some of the possible explanations for these

discrepencies. The performance of the shock tube differed

from the theoretical one to a greater extent than generally

observed in shock tubes and it was felt that this warranted

some further exploration. However, for the pu~poses of the
•

technique being investigated, the requirement that test

conditions could be accurately reproduced at particular

posi tions in the tube was met.

Repeated tests at any driver pressure gave highly

consistent results and loading cycles could therefore be

accurately reproduced. On the findings of the performance

tests the best reproduceability was achieved at a distance

of 12,5 ft. from the diaphragm station which was the posi

tion selected for mounting the test section for subsequent

model loading tests.
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5.2 SHOCK FRONT LOADING CYCLE
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Figure 5.4 is a graph of the measured reflect~d shock

strength PSI for different incident shock strengths P~I •

The measured values were somewhat lower than the theoretically

evaluated ones, differing by about 5%. In view of the fact

that the incident shock strength in these tests was mea-

sured 2,5 ft upstream of the model, the actual shock strength

on impact was, (due to the distance attenuation observed in

the shock tUbe), lower than this value. On the basis of the

distance attenuation being of the order of l%/ft. in terms

of the shock strength, the incident shock strength on

arrival at the model was 97,5% of the values used in Figure

5.4. The effect of applying this correction to the expe

curve would be to displace the curve to the left

it closer to the theoretical curve.
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FIGURE 5.4 Reflected shock vs incident shock strengths
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The effect of the elasticity of the reflecting sur

face, in this case brass, on the measured peak reflected

pressure was negligible as due to the extremely high im-

pedance mismatch i, e. (0 C~)B >:>(s>o.) " ,the reflected) rass aar
pressure would closely approximate that for ideal reflec-

tion from a rigid surface.

For the purposes of the technique being investigated

the experimental agreement with the theory was very good

as the loading pressures could be closely predicted from

the theory. In any event a calibration curve could be

obtained relating the incident shock strength to the ref

lected pressure rise measured on the loading model.

No trace was observed of any pressure release on the

front face of the model due to the expansion waves produced

in the diffraction region behind the reflected" shock as

observed in the interferograms of Bleakeney et al. (25).

In fact the first sign of any release of pressure on the

front face of the model was due to the expansion waves

reflected from the end of the driver chamber. The mecha

nism of this diffraction clearly requires some further

investigation. In Bleakeney's study the model size was

considerably smaller than the size of the test section, of

the order of 5% of the cross sectional area of the test

section. whereas in this study the model occupied some 35%

of the cross sectional area of the ~est section. It is

thus possible that the diffraction region between the in

cident shock front and the reflected shock wave involved

some reflection processes with the walls of the test section

which had an effect on the mechanism of pressure equaliza

tion in the diffraction region. This could best be inves

tigated by interferometric means or by monitoring the pres

sure at different positions on the front face of the loading

model.

Measurements of the loading pressure on the model

with a 1 11 thick piece of Hysol attached did not prove very
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FIGURE 5·5 Typical load cycles using shortened driver
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successful due to vibration in the "air column" in the

ho~e through to the transducer tapping point. The inten

sity of the oscilloscope had to be set high to get a con

tinuous trace as can be seen comparing the two photographs

in Figure 5.5. The indications were however that the peak

reflected pressure was the same for the model with the

rlysol attached as for without the elastic front surface.

The rise time did however seem to be increased for the Hysol.

Figure 5.6 is a pressure lp - p,), versus particle velo

city u,plot showing the Hugonoit states of Hysol and the

air. The graph, which is based on the determination of

the Hugonoit state of material based on impedance mismatches

dealt with in Section J of Chapter 2, was derived in Appen

dix D. From Figure 5.6 it can be seen that the peak ref-
,

lected pressure Ps for shock reflection from Hys oL is very

nearly the same as the ideal reflected pressure from a

rigid material Ps. Thus the reflected pressure can be

taken to be the same as the theoretical one based on rigid

reflection.

Effect of Driver Chamber Length on Load Duration

The theory related to the driver chamber length effect

on the load duration has been dealt with in Section 5 of

Chapter 2. Figure 5.7 and 5.8 are graphs derived from

this theory showing,the position at-which the reflected

expansion wave from the driver section catches up with the

shock front)and,the duration of the peak reflected pressure

at any position in the tube for a shock of strength P41 =2.

~o conclusively test the theory a variable length driver

is required. The theory was, however tested for a few

positions using three different driver lengths and the re

sults of these tests are shown in Figure 5.8. Considering

the theory is based on instantaneous diaphragm rupture

giving rise to a centered expansion wave and an instanta-

neously developed shock front the results are in fairly good
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agreement and the theory could serve as a basis for the

projected modification of the driver chamber. In this

modification the driver length will be made adjustable to

permit simulating different wave forms.

The photographs in Figure 5.5 are typical loading

cycles measured on the loading model for the shortened

driver chamber. The upper trace is the incident shock

front overpressure as measured 2,5 ft. upstream of the

loading model. The value of the reflected pressure measu

red on the loading model indicates that the strength of

the incident shock front on arrival at the front face of

the loading model was considerably less than that measured

2,5 ft upstream of the model. This is due to decay of

the shock front caused by the expansion wave reflected

from the end of the driver. Tests conducted with the new

camera trigger system described in Chapter J showed that

the shock front slowed up considerably as a result of this

deaay. The second pressure step on the upper trace in

Figure 5.5, was due to the passage past the transducer,

2,5 ft. upstream of the model, of the shock reflected from

the front of the loading model.

These tests have shown the versatility of the shock

tube for simulating various loading cycles.Univ
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5.3 MALYSIS OF THE FRllmE PHOTOGRAPHS

Scope of Analysis

The prime objective of this research project was to

investigate the application of shock front loading for

studies in dynamic photoelasticity. In view of this the

analysis is restricted mainly to interpretation of the

transient stress state produced in the model as a conse

quence of the loading.

Over a hundred photographs were taken during the course

of this project and a selection of some of these is included

in this thesis to highlight some of the important assets

afforded by the method of loading used.

Load History as Observed at the Loading Interface

Figure 5.9 is a series of photographs of the dynamic

fringe pattern produced in a rectangular model in four

tests, made with identical loading cycles, for different

delay times. From Figure 5.9 the stress wave profiles

in the model at different times were obtained as shown in

Figure 5.10, which shows th~ fringe order as a function of

position for various times after loading was init~ated.

By extrapolating the stress wave profiles to the loading

interface i.e. ~ = 0, it is possible to determine the

loading history at this position, see Figure 5.11. Although

the load history at the loading in~erface as depicted in

Figure 5.11 was determined from the test photographs (Figure

5.9) the general form of the load history was typical of

load histories determined in other tests.

The load history is seen to be composed of two stages;

initially a very rapid rise in the stress to approxima~y

half the peak value, followed by a more gradual rise to the

peak stress. The apprOXimate durations of these stages

being 100 and 350 microseconds respectively.

The magnitude of the. peak stress computed from the

general photoelastic equation (Equation 2.~9) on the
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FIGURE 5·9 Fringe patterns associated with a propagating

compressive stress wave in a rectangular bar

produced by applying a uniform stress of

step-function time dependence to one end.

Test details:

Shock overpressure {fa -p,) = 12 Iblin2.·

Shock strength P2.I =1,8

Film: Kodak High Contrast ProcessOrtho.

Exposure time =3microseconds

{SEE OVERLEAF)
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assumption of the stress in the transverse plane of the

model being zero i.e. cr~ ~ 0, was, for ~~ ~ 0,52 lb/in.

fringe,

d-ox... ~ 25 lb/in
2•

(compressive)

This agrees to within 8% with the value of the peak

reflected pressure (Ps- Po) measured in the load cycle tests

for the same initial shock strength ~, ~ 1,8; which was

approximately 27 lb/in
2

• For the tests shown in Figure

5.12 the peak stress at the loading interface as inter-

from the maximum fringe order was approximately

~ 31 lb/in
2

. , whilst in the loading tests for the

same

sure

initial shock strength the measured reflected pres

was 34 lb/in
2

• It would thus appear that the mag-

nitude of the applied loading can be closely evaluated

from the maximum fringe order observed at the loading

interface.

The shape of the loading curve is of particular interest.

The total rise time to peak pressure of 450 microseconds,

as interpreted from the fringe orders at the-loading inter

face with respect to time, was much longer than would be

expected for this method of loading.

It should be noted that the precise moment of impact

of the shock front on the model in the tests shown in Fi~

gure 5.9 is not known. The method of triggering the camera...
from a transducer mounted 2'3" upstream of the model meant

that the time of arrival of the incident shock front at

the front face of the model had to be estimated from the

shock front propagation verocity. The delay between the

transducer signal and the first photograph was set according

to the estimated time of impact. However as the delay

between successive photographs shown in Figure 5.9 was 100

microseconds all that can be said of the 100 microseconds

interval between Photographs number 1 and 2 is that at some

stage impact occured. From the positions of fringes in
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Photograph number 2 it is obvious the velocity of the fringes

during the first 100 microseconds was considerably higher

than observed later on in the same test. The inital rise

time in the pressure on the loading interface was thus in

all likelyhood more rapid than that predicted in Figure 5.11,

where impact was assumed to occur at the instant Photograph

number 1 of Figure 5.9 was taken.

It is of interest to note that the initial rapid rise

in the pressure at the loading interface to a fringe order

N = 3 corresponds roughly to the pressure rise across

the incident shock front i. e. l?a _p,) = 12 lb/in
2•

The

shape of the load history to the peak stress can thus be

postulated to compose of; an intial sharp rise in the·

pressure due to the virtually instantaneous pressure rise

across the incident shock front, followed by a more gradual

pressure build up to the peak value caused by the shock front

reflection process from the elastic model material. That

the pressure build up is very rapid during the intial stages

of impact can be seen from the stress gradien~ in terms of

distance observed in Photograph number 1 of Figure 5.12.

The fringe gradient in terms of distance in this photograph

is in the region of 15 fringes/inch. This gives strength

to the observed rapid response to the initial pressure step

across in the incident shock front. However the total rise

time to peak stress seems too long to be explained fully

by the above discussion. It seems plausible t4at the visco

elastic nature of the material could also have had an effect.

The stress- strain relation of most photoe1astic mate

rials is time dependent or viscoelastic. A convenient way

of describing the time dependence of stress and strain is

with an idealized model in which force-displacement relations

are obtained from springs and dashpots, see reference (43).

It has been found (43), that the idealized model repre

senting Hyso1 is as shown in Figure 5.13.
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elastic nature of the material could also have had an effect. 

The stress- strain relation of most photoelastic mate-

rials is time dependent or viscoelastic. A convenient way 

of describing the time dependence of stress and strain is 

with an idealized model in which force-displacement relations 

are obtained from springs and dashpots, see reference (4J). 
It has been found (4J), that the idealized model repre

senting Hysol is as shown in Figure 5.1J. 
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G\ & G>.= Spring constants

(Force/unit displacement)

'f{>. =Dashp6t constant

(Force/unit velocity)

Dashpot "/...

Idealized model represen t iog viscoelastic property
of Hysol

The theory for analysing these models is adequately

covered in reference (43), where it is shown that the

Stress-Strain-Time equation for the model depicted in Figure

lbe strain-time curve for constant stress' is depicted

in Figure 3.14

The total strain in a viscoelastic material subjected

to a constant stress is thus composed of an instantaneous

elastic strain 1 _2 followed by a delayed elastic strain

2 _ 3. The instadaneous elastic response is represented

by the spring G"and the delayed elastic response by the

spring G .. ) and dashpot "'{a ,in parallel. If the isochromatic

fringes in the model represent the strain, 'the fringe build

up at the loading interface would seem to be indicative of

the instantaneoustdelayed elastic responses exhibited by

viscoelastic materials.

This phenomena is bourne out to some extent by the

observed fringe velocities during the loading cycle. It

has been mentioned that the fringes appear to propagate

at a considerably higher velocity during the initial loading

stages than later on in the same event. Figure 5.16 shows
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the initial build up to peak stress as obtained from the

photographs in Figure 5.15. The average velocities of

the half order fringes between each photograph have been

superimposed on Figure 5.16. The velocity of the half order

fringe. decreased rapidly to the velocity at which it

subsequently propagated during the rest of the event. This

occured at roughly the same time as the peak stress at the

loading interface. The fringe velocity which represents

the velocity of the stress wave depends on the dynamic ela

stic modulus of the material as can be seen from equation

i.e.

The dynamic modulus of elasticity EA,iS in turn depen

dent on the strain rate, as can be'seen from Figure 3.12

of Chapter 3 l E:d increases with increasing strain rates.

Thus the initially high fringe propagation velocities

predict a high strain rate, where Ed will be high, followed

by a delayed elastic strain where the strain rate decreases

and thus likewise Ed and the velocity of fringe propaga

tion. This would appear to follow the strain-time relation

of a viscoelastic material subject to a constant stress.

The observations discussed above could be of signifi

cant interest in studying the inital response of structures

to blast wave loading and in addition could possibly be of

use in studying the viscoelastic properties of materials.

More meaningful experimentation will require a more precise

trigger system for the camera so that exact moment of impact

can be established. The new trigger system described earlier

should enable just such studies to be made.

Although a uniform stress of step function time de

pendence was applied to the model a slight decrease in the

stress at the loading interface was observed just after

the peak stress had been reached; see Figures 5.10 and 5.11

There are two possible explanations for this. Firstly the

Slight unloading could be d~e to expansion waves produced
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in the diffraction region between the incident and ref1ected

shocks. Second1y due to the viscoe1astic nature of the

mode1 materia1 there is preferentia1 attenuation of the high

frequency components of the intia1 10ading pu1se the resu1t

of which could be to give rise to a slight drop in the stress.

In the author's opinion the most likely explanation

for the observed pressure drop was un10ading effects pro

duced by expansion waves on the front face of the model,

(The mechanisms of unloading in the diffraction regions

between the incident and ref1ected shock has been dea1t

with in Chapter 2). Although no trace of front surface un

loading was detected in the tests to measure the loading"

cycles.

A further contributory cause to the observations dis

cussed above cou1d be due to a two dimensional state of

stress"being produced near the load interface. This wi1l

be discussed more fully later.

Figure 5.12 and 5.17 a~a photographs of the fringe

patterns produced by short duration shock wav~ 10ading.

These tests were performed using the shortened driver and

a typica1 10ading cyc1e is shown in Figure 5.5. The cyc1e

being composed of an abrupt pressure rise f0110wed by a

pressure decay with a re1axation time of about 1,5 mi11i

seconds. The 10ad history at the front face of the mode1

as obtained from Figure 5.18 is depicted in Figure 5.19

It shows the same characteristic rise to peak stress, as

observed in the ear1ier tests, f0110wed by a decay in the

pressure due to the form of the app1ied 10ading. The com

p1ete 10ad history at the front face of the mode1 cou1d

not be obtained due to the mode1 being too short. This

meant that before comp1ete un10ading had occured at the

10ading interface ref1ections from the end of the mode1

interacted with portions of the primary stress wave. In

order to study the wh01e wave profi1e a 1unger mode1 "is

required so that the tota1 duration of the 10ading is 1ess
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in the diffraction region between the incident and reflected 

shocks. Secondly due to the viscoelastic nature of the 

model material there is preferential attenuation of the high 

frequency components of the intial loading pulse the result 

of wh"ich could be to give rise to a slight drop in the stress. 

In the author's opinion the most likcly explanation 

for the observed pressure drop was unloading effects pro

duced by expansion waves on the front face of the model, 

(The mechanisms of unloading in the diffraction regions 

between the incident and reflected shock has been dealt 

with in Chapter 2). Although no trace of front surface un

loading was detected in the tests to measure the loading" 

cycles. 

A further contributory cause to the observations dis

cussed above could be due to a two dimensional state of 

stress being produced near the load interface. This will 

be discussed more fully later. 

Figure .5.12 and 5.17 aI!e" photographs of the fringe 

patterns produced by short duration shock wav~ loading. 

These tests were performed using the shortened driver and 

a typical loading cycle is shown in Figure 5.5. The cycle 

being composed of an abrupt pressure rise followed by a 

pressure decay with a relaxation time of about 1,5 milli

seconds. The load history at the front face of the model 

as obtained from Figure 5.18 is depicted in Figure 5.19 

It shows the same characteristic rise to peak stress, as 

observed in the earlier tests, fOllowed by a decay in the 

pressure due to the form of the applied loading. The com

plete load history at the front face of the model could 

not be obtained due to the model being too short. This 

meant that before complete unloading had occured at the 

loading interface reflections from the end of the model 

interacted with portions of the primary stress wave. In 

order to study the whole wave profile a l"onger model "is 

required so that the total duration of the loading is less 
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than the time the stress wave needs to pass through the

body. Photograph number 8 of Figure 5.12 clearly shows

that reflections from the end of the model are beginging

to take place and the fringes have noticeably slowed down.

Fringe Curvature

Examination of the photographs reveal that the fringes

exhibit curvature. The leading fringes have concave cur

vature with respect to the direction of wave propagation.

As the fringe order increased the curvature changes conti

nously from concave to convex passing through a transition

where the fringes are straight indicating a uniaxial state

of stress. The higher fringe orders become increasingly

convex eventually closing up on themselves essentially

appearing as circles of decreasing radius 'centered about

a point. The point represents a fringe source correspond

ing to the peak stress.

The curvature described above is evident in published

photographs of the dynamic fringe patterns produced in.wide

rectangular oars, see for examples references (9), (12),

(16). The curvature of fringes near a free boundary has

also been observed in the photoelastic study of stress

wave propagation in large plates by Dally et al. (11).

The observed fringe curvature indicates that plane

surfaces do not remain plane during. the passage of a strain

pulse as the theory supposes and that in fact a two dimen

sional state of stress is produced. This phenomena can

be postulated on qualitative basis (52):

Although the load input condition was essentially' that

of uniaxial compression, the rate of deformation was very

high and the compression, 0'",- , in the axial direction is

accompanied by o-~, in the plane of the plate. This is due

to Poisson's effect in that an element in the plane of the

plate, (see Figure 5.20) wants to expand in the ~-direction

but is constrained from doing so by the inertia of the plate.
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surfaces do not remain plane during. the passage of a strain 

pulse as the theory supposes and that in fact a two dimen

sional state of stress is produced. This phenomena can 

be postulated on qualitative basis (52): 

Although the load input condition was essentially' that 

of uniaxial compression, the rate of deformation was very 

high and the compression, cr~ , in the axial direction is 

accompanied by 0"':1' in the plane of the plate. This is due 

to Poisson's effect in that an element in the plane of the 

plate, (see Figure 5.20) wants to expand in the ;I-direction 

but is constrained from doing so by the inertia of the plate. 



Assuming that the thickness of the plate is small, and that

free expansion is allowed in the. 1- direction, O""J will be

·zero and thus a two dimensional state of stress is produced·

in the plate.

f-
wave
front

---- model

FIGURE ~O Stresses on a small element in the centre of
the model

As the top and bottom edges (free boundaries) of the

plate are approa~hed the inertial constraint ~n expansio~

in the y- direction becomes less and hence the stress ·in

the plane of the plate o-~ will diminish.

The general photoelastic equation based on the stress

optic law shows that the fringe orderN is directly propor

tional to the difference in the principal stresses (CT. -o-~)

Hence writing 0":;) for 0-, and 0">< for ;ro..
N <X (0""';) - O""~) (bo~ co,",,?r-~SSIV")

Thus if a strip in the model perpendicular to the

axis is considered it follows from the above that as the top

and bottom edges of the plate are approached the stress cr~

decreases and thus the principal stress difference (o-~ _ o-x)

increases. This means that the fringe order along the strip

being considered increases or, that in the case of the first

half order fringe, say, the fringe will appear sooner at

the free boundary than in the central portion. The effect

of this is to bend the half order fringe forwards at the

free edges of the plate.
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A simi~ar effect no doubt re~ated to the above will

also cause the fringe to "run" forward at the edges. At

the free boundary as a result of expansion in the ~-direc

tion, due to the lack of inertial constraint, a shear or

transverse wave will be produced. The mechanism by which

this will.result can be understood if an e~ement close to

the edge of the model is examined, see Figure 5.21.

The element origina~ly rectangular will due to the

expansion in the ~-direction, caused by the passing of the

wave front, become a para~~e~ogram and the change off right

angles is shear.

~
'''''----- free edge

element

wave fronY

elemen t distor ts
wave front

FIGURE S ·21 Distortion of element near free edge of model

From stress wave theory, see for example Kolsky (~9),

it can be shown that a longitudinal 'or dilatation wave will

on impinging on a free boundary produce a transverse or

shear wave. Dally et al. (11) report that a dilatation

wave will on impinging on a free boundary with glancing

incidence produce a distortion or shear wave which propagates

along a line 30 degrees to the boundary for a material

with a Poisson's ratio \I = 0,5. Thus as the longitudinal

wave propagates down the model it will due to reflection

from the "bulging" edge of the plate leave a trailing shear

wave. The effect of this trailing shear wave is to bend

the leading fringes forward as shown in Figure 5.22.
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half order fringe ..............

free edge

of model

longitudinal wa,ve fran t

FIGURE 522 Effect of trailing shear wave on half order fringes

These effects coul.d wel.l. explain the' curvature observed

ln the l.ower order fringes. The above discussion is spe

cul.ative and based on the observed fringe pattern, the pro-

cess is in fact very much more compl.ex.

A theoretical. anal.ysis of l.ongitudinal. strain pulse

propagation was performed by Jones and El.l.is (53) who

were motivated to do this because of the" observed fringe

curvatures in dynamic photoel.astic studies. ,The model. used

for their analysis assumed that the physical problem to be

approximated was the determination of the elastic strains

"in a l.ong bar of rectangul.ar cross section subject to the

condition that a uniform normal. stress with step function

time dependence was appl.ied to the end and that the shear

stresses applied to the end were zero. Their anal.ysis

was based on the approximate pl.ane stress equation of

motion with particul.ar emphasis given to "descibe the warp

ing of plane sections during the passage of xhe strain pul.se.

In a companion paper (54) they compared experimental.

results to their theory. Figure 5.23 reproduced from refe

rence (54) shows some typical. theoreticall.y derived first

mode contours for constant principal. stress difference.

In photoel.astic models due to the viscoel.astic nature of

the materials high frequency components of pul.ses are gene

ral.ly more severel.y attenuated than those of l.ower frequency,

Con~equentl.y Jones and El.l.is (54) have suggested that the
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first mode contours presented in Figure 5.2) reflect the

behaviour of contours of principal stress difference or

isochromatic fringes produced in photoelastic models sub

ject to longitudinal impact.

•

FIGURE 5.23

direction of propaga t ion

Pred'ieted first mode contours of constant
principal strain difference at the head of a
compression pulse in a wide rectangular bar. (St.)

The assumption inherrent in their suggestion then is

that the contours of constant principal strain difference

represent the isochromatic fringes or contours of.constant

principal stress difference observed in photoelastic models.

This has been verified for Araldite, at any rate, by

Ozanne and Taylor (9) who carried out an inve~tigation

into strain calibration in dynamic photoelasticity using

Moire fringe methods to determine the principal strain dif

ference and compared this with the photoelastic birefrin

gence method for the same loading condition. They found

that the fringe patterns related to the principal stress

difference corresponded to the Moire frin~es for the prin

cipal strain difference point for point, for the ,same load-

ing.

What is especially pleasing is that the input condi

tion Jones and Ellis used in their theoretical derivation

was duplicated in this project to obtain the isochromatic

fringe patterns i.e. that a uniform stress of s~ep function

time dependence was applied the model. Comparison of

Figure 5.2J with photograph number l.of Figure 5.17 shows

remarkably good agreement between the fringe pattern and the

predicted first mode contours of constant principal strain

difference.
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The observed fringe curvature was thus not due to any

non-symmetry in the loading at the front face of the model.

Velocity of Stress Wave Propagation

Figure 5.24 shows the velocity of propagation of dif

ferent fringe orders as computed from Figure 5.10. It was

observed that apart from the first inch of travel, where

the fringe velocities were much higher, each fringe order

propagated at a constant velocity. This velocity also was

found to decrease with increasing fringe orders. As a

consequence of this the stress wave profile broadened as

it propagated. The_decrease in the velocity of propaga

tion_ with increasing fringe orders is attributed, by Dally

et al. (12},to both elastic dispersion due to Poisson's

effect and frequency attenuation due to the viscoelastic

nature of the material. The fringe velocities determined

by Dally et al. (12), for Hysol strut subjected to impact

loading with a falling weight are also shown in Figure 5.24
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FIGURE 5·24 Plot of Fringe velocity V~. Fringe order for Hysol
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The velocity of stress wave propagation is directly

proportional to the square root of the dynamic elastic

modulus Ed, (see equation 2.36). In this study it was

assumed too t the wave produced in t he models was °a longi

tudinal plane wave. It's velocity was determined from the

velocity of the wave front,which is the velocity of the

zero order fringe~o This was obtained by extrapolation of

the stress wave profiles shown in Figure 5.10.

The velocity of the wave front was computed to be

Cc = 5000 in!slwhiCh using equation 2.36,

gave a dynamic elastic modulus

EJ. ~ 2000 Ib!in
2

",

In the case of Dally et al. (12),the velocity of the

wave front was C c = 4400 in!s.,which corresponded to a

dynamic elastic modulus E..J. = 1600 Ib!in
2•

The dynamic elastic modulus is, as has been stated,

dependent on the strain rate which in turn is related to

the rate of loading. Thus it may be concluded that the

higher velocities observed with the shock fro~t loading

method was due to the high rate of loading.

Tests on Different Model Configurations

A number of tests were conducted on different model

configurations. These tests were performed in order to

determine possible roles for application of the shock front

loading technique for studying dynamic stresses. Some of

the pertinent aspects which arose out of these tests will

be discussed.

Figure 2.25 shows two sets of fringe photographs of

the effects produced with different materials of similar

geometry attached to the front face of the model. These

tests illustrate the importance of being able to observe

the transient stress patterns close to the loading inter-
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the transient stress patterns c10se to the loading inter-
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face.

Figure 5.25 (a) shows the fringe patterns produced

close to the loading face of the model with a "rigid"

celluloid material attached to the front face, see Figure.

5.26 (a).

Silicon ru bber-:

( b)(al

1----1-----.." ,?I----l----..I
"<, fringes tV

"<, Model------

FIGURE 5·26 Effect of two different front surface materials
of similar geometry on· the trans ien t stress'

distribution near the loading in terface.

As can be seen from Figure 5.25 (a) the fringes eminate

from the base corners of each triangular projection. The

impact forces of the loading cycle are thus transmitted,

during the initial stages of loading, along the "slant"

edges of each triangular projection and thus there are

two fringe sources or stress raizers for each triangular

projection.

Figure 5.25(b) is a series o~photographs of the

fringe patterns produced with a "flexible" silicon rubber

material of similar geometry to the celluloid as shown in

Figure 5.26 (b). As can be seen from Figure 5.25 '(b) the

fringes eminate from sources between the triangular pro

jections. The impact forces of the loading cycle are tran

smitted to the model on the arrival of the incident shock

front at this position. The forces produced by impact on

the triangular projections must thus be severely attenuated.

Thus for each triangular projection there is only one fringe

source or stress raizer.

After a short distance of travel from the loading
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TIME
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630

FIGURE 5.£1 Dynamic stress distribution around a hole

Test details: Ii,= 1,8 Polaroid film

TIME
/'5

150

250

350

450

550

650

FIGURE 5 -28 Dynamic I stress distribution around two holes

Test details: Pz.,= 1,8 Polaroid film
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interface the fringes in both sets of photographs shown in

Figure 5.25 are essentially straight indicating that a

uniaxial stress state exists.

The inference that can be drawn from these observa-

tions then is that the effects of these two materials on

the stress distribution during the initial stages of load

ing are significantly different and that a short distance

away from the loading interface these effects are no longer

evident.

This could be of considerable interest in establishing

the effects of different surface materials of different

geometries and elasticities on the stresses produced near

the loading face of structures SUbject to blast wave load

ing. The technique could provide a convenient means of

investigating as to whether structures can be protected

from damage by using "different surface materials, and the

general effects of surface irregularities on the dynamic

stresses near the surface of structures subject to blast

wave loading.

Figure 5.27 and 5.28 are photographs of the transient

fringe patterns in models with holes drilled into them.

The dynamic stress concentration resulting from these

holes can be seen in the photographs. Tests on models

of similar geometries have been undertaken by Durelli and

Dally (16), and North and Taylor (17), in investigations

on dynamic stress concentration factors. North and Taylor

(17), have recognised the need for a well defined dynamic

loading cycle. In addition to obtain the stress concen

tration factor, a comparison between the nominal stresses

in a model without the stress raizer is required, and hence

the method of loading must be reproduceable for both tests

to be "conducted. The shock front loading technique has

both these attributes and hence would be particularly well

s~ted to this type of investigation.

F~gure 5.29 is another photograph of dynamic stress

i

"I

i
i
I

I
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lIME
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FIGURE 5:'30 Dynamic stress distribution iii layered 'rne dla
Iruliberl Hysoll

TeSt details:-fi,=t 8 Polaroid .f itrn

TIME
microseconds

zoo

350

500

FIGURE 5·29 Dynamic stress distr i but ion in stepped section

Test details: P =1,89 Polaroid film
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concentration produced by a change in the model geometry.

This test was performed on a "stepped" model and the stress

concentration at the step can be seen in Figure 5.29. The

technique could also be adapted thus, to study stress wave

propagation in models of varying cross section to determine

the effects on the stresses produced in the model due to

these changes.

Figure 5,30 illustrates the application of the loading

technique to study stress wave propagation in layered media.

In this test a strip of rubber was glued to a strip of Hysol

as shown in Figure 5.3l. Due to the different elastic pro

perties of the two materials the longitudinal wave veloci tie s

in the two m~diums are different. The result of the higher

longitudinal stress wave velocity in the rubber shows up

as a head-wave, as shown in Figure 5.31, which results in

the sloping half order fringe in Figure 5.30. The. theory

of head-waves produced by stress wave propagation in layer

ed media is dealt with by Daniel and Marino (15).

half order fri nge

headwave-

direction of wave propagation.

FIGURE 5·31 Stress wave propagation in a

layered medium

Hysol

Rubber

From the positions of the head and the tail of the head

wave in Figure 5.30 it appears that the longitudinal wave

speed in the rubber is approximately twice that of the

Hysol.

These tests did serve to illustrate the versatility
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of the method of loading and its possible role in a wide

range of dynamic stress studies.
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CHAPTER S I X.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

General

From the observations made in this investigation into

the application of the shock front loading technique for

studies in dynamic photoelasticity the following conclusions

may be drawn.

1. The technique afforded a well defined dynamic load
in that the load cycle imparted to the model could
be accurately established in regard to its magnitude,
shape and duration.

The load history at the loading interface, as inter
preted by extrapolation of the stress wave profiles
obtair.ed from the fringe photographs, bore a goed
resemblence to the load history measured in the tests
on the loading model. The magnitude of the peak
stress at the loading interface was in close agree
ment with the one.measured in the load cycle tests.
The initial shape of the load history differed, from
the oscilligraphs obtained, due largely to the nature
of the model material, as discussed in Section J of
Chapter 5. The duration of the loading for the tests
made with the shortened driver chamber compared well
with that measured in the load cycle tests. The com
plete load history could not be examined due to the
model being too short and reflections from the end of
the model occuring before complete unloading at the
loading interface had taken place.

2. The method provided a very convenient means of apply
ing a uniaxial dynamic load for plane wave studies.
The "flatness" of the incident shock front is evident
from the photographs of the fringes produced near the
loading face, shown in Chapter 5.

J. The loading cycle could be accurately reproduced as
is partiCUlarly evident in Figure 5.9 Which shows a
set of sixteen photographs made in four consecutive
tests with the same loading cycle. As a result tests
could be repeated with the same loading conditions to
increase information where warranted. In addition
this reproduceability meant that inspite of the optical
arrangement allowing only four photographs to be
obtained for each test, tests could be repeated to
give a full range of sequenced photographs of the
dynamic stress cycle for any loading cycle.
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4. The method was extremely versatile in that the load
cycles could be easily varied in regard to the shape,
magnitude and duration. The technique is thus well
suited to simulate different dynamic loading condi
tions.

5. The transient stresses could be examined close to the
loading interface. With the explosive loading tech
nique, smoke from the explosion and the local damage
produced, makes it very difficult to observe the
stress patterns close to the source of loading; Whilst

,with the impact loading technique using falling weights
or projectiles, the stress distribution near the in
terface is complicated by the non-uniform load dis
tribution produced by friction and misalignment of
the weight,on impact.

The importance of being able to examine the stress
distribution close to the loading interface is shown
in Figure 5.25 in Chapter 5.

o. The technique was extremely simple to employ and was
non-destructive.

A disadvantage of this loading technique for dynamic

photoelastic,studies is that it may preclude the use of some

of the more conventional rigid photoelastic materials such

as Columbia Resin. The greatest drawback being that the

duration of the load cycles obtainable, even with the shor-

tened driver section, is too long for stress wave studies

where the whole wave profile can be examined. This is

because the rigid materials have an extremely high dilata

tion wave velocity, of the order of 70000 in/s, apd seve

ral complete stress cycles will occur in a model before

the loading cycle is completed. In addition the extremely

rapid response of these materials could mean that for

plane wave studies any assimultaniety in the arrival of

the shock front at the loading interface could be det

rimental. The result of curvature of the shock front pro-

duced in the shock tube could lead to a non-uniform stress

distribution at the loading interface during the initial

stages of loading. This would be less significant if the

model size is considerably less than the size of the tube
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cross section and impact is effected by the central por

tion of tne shock front on~y, which is essentia~~y plane.

However the advantages offered by the method far

outweigh the disadvantages and in any event the use of

low modulus materials, such as Hysol, for dynamic photo

elastic studies has been proven to be very effective.

Suggested Improvements

The improvements suggested below are based on obser

vations made during the course of this project, most of

them were not undertaken for this project due to'finance

and lack of equipment. These could be introduced in any

future work.

1. For studying the comp~ete stress wave profile a longer
model is required. Based on the observed longitu
dinal wave velocity in Hysol ( C .... = 5000 in/s) and
the duration of the ~oading cycle using tne shorten
ed driver being around 2 milliseconds, it is esti
mated that a model of around 12 inches in length will
be required if the who£e stress wave profile is to
be studied. This will necessitate increasing the
field size of the optical system and a 16" diameter
field lens has recently been purchased for this.

2. A better light source coupled with a narrow band
light filter would improve on the fringe definition
in photographs. Mr. Fred Thomas of the National
Insititute for Defence Research is presently develo
ping spark gaps to be used as.light sources for the
camera. These will have a much greater light inten
sity than the Xenon flash tubes used in this project
thus permitting the use of narrow band light rilters
which generally absorb a lot of light. In addition
the spark gaps will more closely approximate a point
source for better fringe definition.

3. A variable length driver chamber, as discussed ear
lier, would be a great asset for simulating different
dynamic loading cycles.

Suggested Applications for Technique

The following suggestions are for roles in which the

shock front loadi.ng technique could be usefully employed
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for studies in dynamic photoelastic~ty.

1. The effects of different surface materials on the
transient stresses produced near the loading inter
face can be conveniently studied. The technique
could be used to study the effects of different mate
rials attached to the loading interface of models
with a view to protecting structures from the effects
of dynamic loading such as blast waves produced by
explosions.

2. The reproduceability and accurate determination of
the parameters of the loading cycle means that .the
technique could be used for complete dynamic cali
bration of photoelastic maxerials by utilizing bire
fringent and Moire methods.

J. The accurate determination of the loading cycles im
parted to models allows for detailed studies of dy
namic stress concentration in models of different
geometries.

4. The technique could be of use in studies of wave
·propagation in layered media to investigate the
effects produced at the interface of dissimilar mate
rials.

5. The method may possibly be adapted to study pulse
dispersion mechanisms such as viscoelasticity.
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APPENDIX A

THE DESIGN OF THE TEST SEC'll ON

Design Conditions

The test section was to be designed for a working

pressure of up to 100 Ib/in
2•

The floor and ceiling of the test section were for

manufacturing reasons chosen to be made up of a 0.375"

aluminium flat bar bolted onto a 0,25" aluminium flat

bar as shown in Figure 3.7 in Chapter 3. The floor and

ceiling of the test section were reinforced with mild

steel girders, each made up of two 0,375" thick flat bars

with angle and channel section spacers welded between

them as shown in Figure A.l.

PJ jl [ m
!1

,.

rr "
.,

;> ]" "" '. .'
c-J; !, I' "I .... - - -- • ,1-

AGURE A.I Test section girder

The ends of the girders were bolted tightly to the

test section flanges and thus the girders were effectively

built-in beams.

The windows of the test section were made of 0,5"

Perspex and were clamped to the floor and ceiling of the

test section with an aluminium plate as shown in Figure A.2.

ceiling-

-perspex

FIGURE A.2 Test section window mounting
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Strength Calculations (55)

For the purposes of determining the. strength of

the floor and ceiling of the test section the girder

. was assumed to take the full load which was uniformly

distributed. see Figure A.3.

p
{

I/I---------...!..-----------v

h= mean girder height = 2 ins.

w= width of test section=2J25 ins.

1= dis t. between supports =20 ins.

P= test section pressure = 100 Ibl in'

FIGURE A.3

The deflection D at the centre of the beam is given

by D~(P",w)t'"

3S4SI

E 30 x 10
6

1b/in
2

For this case =
I 0.5

. 4 (based mean girder section)= ].n on

Hence D = 6 x 10-3 ins.

The maximum stress at the outer fibres of the girder.

"cr-, is given by

"0-=

"where M = maximum bending moment

and ~ = distance of outer fibres from neutral axis.
,

4000 1b/in
2

Hence 0- = .
The yield stress for mild steel is 30000 lb/in

2
thus

the factor of safety was 7.5.

The perspex windows of the test section were for the
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strength calculations assumed to be simply supported along

their long edges, see Figure A.4.

•

p= pressure =100 lbl in~

1=disl between
supparts =2,25 ins.

t= thickness = 0,5 ins.

FIGURE A.I,

The deflection [) for unit width, for a uniform pres-

sure is given by

D= 5"P"~'"
384EI

E 4 x 105 • 2
For this case = lb/in

I 0,0104 in
4

and =

Hence D = 80 x 10-3 in

The maximum stress at the outer fibres is given by
•0-= M'-I
:I:

whence Cr = 3000 lb/in
2

The yield stress of perspex is 10,000 lb/in
2

thus

the factor of safety was about 3. This was rather low

and the test section was hydraulically tested and the

deflections at the centres of the perspex windows measured

with dial gauges. It was found that the deflection at

150 lb/in
2

was only 0,015", which corresponds to a maxi

mum fibre stress of around 800 lb/in
2•

Since the windows

were effectively· rigidly held at the edges,the perspex,

in all likely-hood behaved as a built in beam. However

in view of the large calculated deflection it is proposed

that the working pressures of the test section be kept
. 2

below 50 lb/1n , i.e. that the operating range of the

shock tube With the test section in use should be such
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rise across a reflected shock is less
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rise across a reflected shock is less 
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APPENDIX B

DESIGN OF OPTICAL SYSTEM

Condition for Optimum Light

The basic layout of the optical system is depicted

in Figure n. 1..

A
t--, 1-- - ---I
I I I I
I II I

I

Rc,t I I B 1
1 I-
I I R~-)

~~I
I II
I I I I
L -l L ---- 1

flash lamp
array

•

#!
flash lamp

array

field lens
•

'camera
lens array

camera
lens array

VBl+1

film
planes

FIGURE 8.1

The notation used for various distances between the

optical elements are shown in Figure B.l.

Let the focal length of the field lens be FA and

the focal length of the camera lens Fa.
For focus of light from lamp 1 onto camera lens 3
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the general lens formula can be written

-' VA'
\

UA'
= .L,

FA

The magnification of this lens is given by

M", = B.2

Combining equations B.l and B.2 yields

and UA' = . VA'
MI>.

B.4

With equations B.) and B.4 satisfied the maximum

amount of light from the flash lamp will enter the app

ropriate lens.

Condition for Optimum Focus

Figure B.2 depicts the optical system defining the

various distances of the optical elements for focusing

the model on the film plane.

F \..-)F \.+)

"

n.."1- f\R""I ':::::''':::..,-_
I -_-- --

~'" --+=:::: ~",- ---~WI, _ '_. . - -
~"=1---..- Eo --- R:-)-

~
---1

U~-l ;-, US,-l v~...

""" ..
U ",' l-'). V" ,-)

FIGURE 8.2

For the two lenses A and B the lens equationS may

be written:
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_1- _,- I

VA UA = F",
B.5

and \ __I
= -L B.6

V'B IJ'B F"

The overall magnification of the model image on the

film plane is

M = RF = VA. VB
RM UA. US

that U a. (-l = VA1:-) _ VA'"l
Noting u , solving equations B.5

B.6 and B.7 an expression for the overall magnification

M can be obtained in terms of the other parameters.

M = f"", X Fa
UAx FI\ - (F...... u")(V,,,'- FB) B.B

also the distance to the film plane va,can be expressed

VB= M ~UA-VA (1- ~i\:)3 B.9

B.l0
and

Both

(
M \) •U}'..= F",.r" ---i5l - VA"FA

VI': - FI>- - FB
equations B.B and B.9 must be satisfied for

perfect :focus.

The location of the image on the film plane is given

by

B.l1

Design

There were three fixed parameters which were used

in the design of the optical system, these were:

FA = 15,25"

VB = 4,15"

RL = -1,125" (Closest possible spacing of the camera lenses)

The overall magnification of the optical system was

chosen to be 0,2 so that reasonable enlargments could be

made of the negatives.

In addition the distance between the field lens and
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_I- I 

VA UA = F", B., 

and \ __ I 
; ...L B.6 

VB u'2> F'B 
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Noting u , solving equations E., 
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Design 

There were three fixed parameters which were used 

in the design of the optical system, these were: 

FA = 15,25" 

Fe = 4,15" 

R ... = -1,125" (Closest possible spacing of the camera lenses) 

The overall magnification of the optical system was 

chosen to be 0,2 so that reasonable enlargments could be 

made of the negatives. 

In addition the distance between the field lens and 
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the model was chosen to be 3" which represented the closest

distance that the field lens could be positioned so as

to clear the sides of the test section.

Thus;

M = -0,2

and U/\ = - 3, 0"

•

were two extra design parameters.

Using these parameters the relative positions of the

optical elements of the optical bench were computed from

the equations given previously:

VA = 26,2"

VB = 6,84"

RI-\ = 1,42"

RG = 0,81"

UA.'= 36,4"

These values were used as a guide line for the con

struction of the camera and light source array and also

served as a guide for the initial setting up of the op

tical arrangement.

The final positions of the optical elements are

summarized in Figure 3.18 of Chapter 3 and these were

found to be the positions which gave the best f'o ous ;
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APPENDIX C

THEORETICAL SHOCK TUBE PERFORMANCE

Determination or Equivalence Factor

The theory or a shock tube with an area convergence

at the diaphragm has been dealt with in Section 2 or

Chapter 2. Once the equivalence f'a.c t or- '3 has been deter-

mined the perrormance of the shock tube can be calculated

rrom Equation 2.12. The equivalence f'ac t or- g for this

shock tube facillity was determined by interpolation

from a graph given in reference (37) which is a plot of

the equivalence factor 9 against (~:l(&.) for a selec

tion of shock tube area ratios ror air as the operating

medium. For any given area ratio for M3 "> \ tlie values

of g are constant whilst for M~<.I, '3 diminishes with
f~ •.)(~;. .decreasing \!--- ~.)

Table C.l was obtained from the graph in rererence

(37) and gives the values of 9 ror area ratios ~+/Pu

= 1; 1,51; 2,25 and 4.0 for \~~j in the range rrom

0,6 to 1,0.

behind the shock front.

The value of (~:)(~..) for this application, where

the operating medium is air,and T.=T... > thus o.~a..)

is equal to ~~'" the particle velocity in the region

T .u... 6he range of ~. from 0, to

1,0 was selected as this was the range in Which the shock

tube was to be operated.

Figure e.l is a graph of 9 versus Area ratio for

different values of

From the graph the value of g for the shock tube

was determined. The area ratio in this case was calcu-

lated to be

A...fA. = 1,43

From Figure C.2 the value of '3 for this area ratio

ranged from 1,17 to 1,19; a value of 9 = 1,18 was used
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in determining the theoretical performance. This value

corresponded to the mean value of S and it was felt that

this would be a sufficiently close approximation for this

application.

The value of ~ was also checked from a graph of

ver~us the diameter ratio given in Resler et al. (56).

In this case the diameter ratio was approximated by

D+.: J A"I/A. = 1,2.1

and from the graph in Resler et al. (56), S = 1.,18.

Theoretical Shock Tube Performance

The theoretical performance of the shock tube re

lating the shock strength p~\ to the driver pressure

ratio PA' was evaluated from Equation 2.12.

i.e.

2.12

For this case Air/Air where II. =lr4 the following

substitutions may be made into the above equation;

9 = 1,18

0,"1= 1

($4=~' = 1,4

<::><4= 6

\3-. = 'P \ = 1/7
Equation 2.12 may now be written

i
r---;\----,----· ---.,J-7

P _ 'PO-I II _(p,,-,-I)
'4-\ - \,Ie. L 44,75 P2.1 ;-7,45

The theoretical performance curve relating p~, to

p~, was calculated by solving the .above equation for

various values of ~,using an Olliveti Progr~mma desk

computor. The theoretical curve for P~. in the range

from 2 to 4 is given in Figure 5.1 of Chapter 5.

Processing of Experimental Data.

The results of the shock tube performance tests are

shown in Figure 5.1. As the processing of the experi-
•

mental data was fairly straight forward the results are
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U 2
Equivalence factor

P2.\ a .. 1,00 1,51 2,2~ 4,00

2,2 0,60 1,00 1,18 133 1,48

2)4 0,67 1,00 1)19 ~35 1,52

2)6 0,74 1,00 , 20 136 154

2,8 0)81 ',00 ')21 1)37 ',56

3,6 1,00 ',OC ',22 ',38 1,57

TABLE C.1

u,
a;-
',00
0,81
0,74
0,67

,60

I
I
I

It =1,43

I
I
•
I

1,0 1,5 2)5

RATIO
3,5 4,0

FIGURE C., Equivalence factor 9 vs. Area ratio for 'various u.a .
• - # • • .'
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shown graphically and have not been tabulated. The driver

pressure ratio P..... , and the shock strength P" were

computed from the experimental readings in the following

manner.

1. Driver Pressure Ratio P41

From the driver pressure gauge ~~ was read. The

pressure in the driven section for these tests was

the atmospheric pressure at the time of the tests.

i.e. p,=?.,.

Therefore:

2. Shock Strength P:..,

The oscillographs gave the pressure rise across the

shock fron t ,

and since

The shock strength

Three tests were performed for each driver pressure

to determine reliability of the results. The mean values

only are shown in Figure 5.1.Univ
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shown graphically and have not been tabulated. The driver 

pressuro ratio P... and the shock strength P". were 

computed from the experimental readings in the following 

manner. 

1. Driver Pressure Ratio P4. 
From the driver pressure gauge \=?~ was read. 'I'he 

pressure in the driven section for these tests was 

the atmospherie pressure at the time of the tests. 

i.e. p, = p"" 

Therefore: 

2. Shock Strength p,,-, 

The oscillographs gave the pressure rise across the 

shock :fran t. 

i.e. (P2 - p.) '" p ... o ••. 

and since 

The shock strength 

Three tests were performed for each driver pressure 

to determine reliability of the results. The mean values 

only are shown in Figure 5.1. 
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APPE!'.'DIX D

ANALYSIS OF SHOCK FRONT LOADING PRESSURE

Determination of Ideal Reflected Pressure

The theory of shock front reflection from a rigid

wall has been dealt with in Section 3 of Chapter 2. Equa

tion 2.13 defines the reflected shock strength PS2 in

terms of the initial shock strength Pal.

i. e. PS2 = (c<. +2.) Pa , - \

0<, -t- P21
Rearranging equation 2.13

2.13

to give the reflected

shock pressure in terms of the initial pressure in the

driven section:

D.l

For air i.e. ~, = 1,4 equation D.I becomes

D.2

Equation D.2 was solved using the Olliveti Program

for P21 in the range from I, 5 to 3. The results are shown

in Figure 5.4.

Processing of Experimental Data

The experimental values of --PSI which are shown

in Figure 5.4 were computed from the oscillographs in

the following manner:

The transducer monitoring the pressure on the front

face of the loading model gave

Ps- PI = P"""D.~

since P, = Po.

PSI ~ P"",c.o£\.. T ?a.
p",

The incident shock strength P21 was measured by the

transducer 2,5 ft upstream of the loading model which also
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l.66

triggered the oscil.l.6scope.

Determination of Refl.ected Pressure from El.astic Wal.l

The theory rel.ated to shock front reflection from

an elastic wall has also been dealt with in Section 3 of

Chapter 2. In order to determine the significance of

the elastic wal.l on the refl.ected shock pressure, the

pressure versus particle vel.ocity plot for the air and

model material can be establ.ished. This involves de

termination of the Hugoniot state of the air and also

of the model (22). The (p,~) pl.ot of the air was

obtained by sol.ving equation 2.6 to rel.ate the partiCl.e

velocity behind the shock front to the shock overpressure.

From equation 2.6

2.6

For air at 60
0F

\ a.~ \\"2.0 His \¥.~114equation 2,6 can be

written

Hence

\ \'2.0

D.l.

D.2

The above equations D.l and D.2 were solved using

the Oll.iveti Programma for P,,-, in the range from l., 5

to 3.

The lp,u) pl.ot for the model. is a straight line of

slope 9~V~ as is evident from equation 2.16.

i.e. P,,--P. :.f''''V......~ ......

where V~ ~ C .... = j (\ _~~) ~: from equation 2.36

For the purposes (of this excer-cLs e , C .... ,was computed

from the photographic records,as the vel.oeity of the!

order fringe,to be 4500 in/so
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l.66 

triggered the oscilloscope. 

Determination of' Reflected Pressure from Elastic Wall. 

The theory related to shock front reflection from 

an elastic wall has also been dealt with in Section) of 

Chapter 2. In order to determine the significance of 

the elastic wall on the reflected shock pressure, the 

pressure versus particle velocity plot for the air and 

model material can be established. This involves de

termination of the Hugoniot state of the air and also 

of' the model (22). The (p, u.) plot of the air was 

obtained by solving equation 2.6 to relate the particle 

velocity behind the shock front to the shock overpressure. 

From equation 2.6 

For air at 60°F, a,~ 11"20 fils ,'lI','1,4equation 2,6 can be 

written 

Hence 

\\2.0 

2.6 

D.l 

D.2 

The above equations D.l. and D.2 were solved using 

the 011iveti Programma for P" in the range from 1,5 

to J. 
The lp,u) plot for the model is a straight line of 

slope 9~V~ as is evident from equation 2.16. 

i.e. 

where from equation 2.)6 

For the purposes (of this excercise. C ... > was campu ted 

from the photographic records,as the velocity of the! 

order fringe,to be 4500 in/so 



The density s:''''' from reference (12).

.,

?~ ~ 0.000103.

Therefore the slope of the line for the model, in the (p,u.)

plane is:

= (0,000103) x 4500 = o 465 Ib.s.
, . 3

1n .

For the scale shown in Figure 5.6, the slope is
lb. s.

~ 5,5 2
in. ft.

The Hugoniots for Hysol and air are shown in Figure

5.6 in Chapter 5.

Patmos = 29,54" Hg. Tatmos = 66°F

Run P2 -PI P
5

- P1 P21 P
51.

1b/in
2

Ib/in
2

No - -

1 12,0 27 1,81 2;86

2 12,5 28 1,85 2,95

3 14,0 31 1,95 3,10

4 14,5 33 . 1,99 3,25

5 16,0 40 2,11 3,80

6 19,0 48 2,28 4,30

7 21,0 57 2,44 4,90

8 28,0 80 2,93 6,60.

TABLE D.l MEAN MEASURED REFLECTED SHOCK

PRESSURES
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APPENDIX E

EFFECT OF DRIVER LENGTH ON LOAD CYCLE

Position where Reflected Expansion Wave Overtakes Shock Front

The theory related to the position (XS.;L-;.l in the

(X.'Ll plane at which the reflected expansion "Wave over

takes the shock front has been developed in Section 2 of

Chapter 5. The position X s is given by equation 2.~9)

"Which can be solved to relate the shock strength ~\ to

the position Xs.

Since it has. been shown that

P...... = P2.'" P,",

the pressure ratio across the expansion wave may be found

from equation 2.12

For air as the operating medium and both the driver

and the driven gas at the same temperature equation 2.29

may be "Written with the follo"Wing substitutions.

(5.= ~O\- = 1,4

0(,= 0<.4 = 6,0

\3. = 'P. = 1/7

since T, = 10\-

01.. = A...

Equation 2.29 may be written

E.l

I

( 6 P2. , -t- ' )~ . IP>.. (E,-t-P..~P:('D B ,0,4"2.9
7 2. L' ... G pz.. J ,>., " (4)

r CR, - I) 1 [p:z.. (6.. P:z.,)]t. (6 P... -t \) ~
~,4(bP7+1)~J-\-L \-+GF':>.1 - 7

Equation E.l was solved using an Olliveti Programma desk

Computor to give a relationship between p:z.. and X S

the results of which are plotted in Figure 5.7.
Duration of Shock Overpressure

"The theory related to the duration of the shock over

pressure P2. as a function of position in the driven tube

X' has been developed in Section 5 of Chapter 2. The
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duration D.<: of the shock pressure is given by equation

formula,

R., = 2,0

As an example of the application of this

equation 2.31 was solved for a shock strength

to give a relation between ~"( and X'.

Since ~\ is a constant in this case)equation 2.31

is a straight line relationship between l:!.<' and X' • Thus

:;:; 2,0

X· =)(,. = 14,35 from Figure 5.7

A"( with X, the

the graph is valid

Thus for \"2.1

For AL = 0

and for X = 0

it is only necessary to obtain two points on the straight

line to get a graph. This was done by applying two boun

dary conditions namely:

For D..,- = 0, X =X ..

and for X' = 0 De L =- 'LC: Xc
M .. + f'...-..,

Once these two points have been determined a straight

"line may be drawn through them and this line relates

only condition being imposed is that

for Xc ~ X <: X"

Lc. - Xc
M"'+A.....

"UZj was determined from Equation 2.6.

Thus ~~ = 1,75

Figure 5.8 of Chapter 5 is a graph relating ~"( to X

for R., = 2,0.
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duration A-c of the shock pressure is given by equation 

2.31.. 

As an example of the application of this 

equation 2.31 was solved for a shock strength 

to give a relation between f::,."( and X'. 

Since ~, is a constant in this case)equation 2.31 

is a straight line relationship between .b,.<:. and X' • Thus 

it is only necessary to obtain two points on the straight 

line to get a graph. This was done by applying two boun

dary conditions namely: 

For f::,.'-. =0 0, X '" X s 

and for X': 0 l;;. L '" cO:: X", 
M" + P-. .... , 

Once these two points have been determined a straight 

line may be drawn through them and this line relates 

At with X, the only condition being imposed is that 

the graph is valid for 

Thus for ?"., = 2,0 

For Ar:.. = 0 X' = )('" : 14,35 from Figure 5.7 
and :for X = 0 

V<.I 

M",+A?.I 

. U2.1 was determined from Equation 2.6. 

Thus A~ = 1,75 

Figure 5.8 of Chapter 5 is a graph relating t:::,.r::.. to X 

for P2.\ = 2,0. 
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